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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Hydrazine and its alkyl-substituted derivatives, monomethylhydrazine (MMH)

and unsymmetrical dimethyihydrazine (UDMH) are widely used as propellants or

fuels in military and aerospace applications. Because the hydrazines are both

toxic and carcinogenic, their environmental fate is of considerable interest.

The goal of this project was to investigate the kinetics, mechanisms, and

products of the homogeneous and heterogeneous atmospheric-oxidation reactions of

hydrazine, MMH, and UDMH.

An understanding of the kinetics and mechanisms of the gas-phase and

surface-catalyzed oxidation reactions allows the identification of those factors

that control the environmental lifetimes, decomposition pathways, and degradation

products of these compounds. This mechanistic insight is a vital component in

the total assessment of the environmental impact of hydrazine use.

The project had five specific objectives:

* To investigate the chemistry of the auto-oxidation reactions of the
hydrazines in pure air using a large environmental reaction chamber
constructed of inert wall-materials

* To ascertain the relative importance of surface reactions in the oxidation
scheme by adding metal surfaces to the environmental chamber

# To focus on the surface-catalyzed component of the air-oxidation reactions
using microreactor techniques

* To determine the rates and mechanisms of the reactions of hydrazines with
ozone using an apparatus that minimizes or eliminates wall effects

* To examine the nature of the hydrazine/surface interaction using a surface
spectroscopic technique

As a result of unwanted surface reactions, accurate gas-phase kinetic data

on the rate of air-oxidation of the hydrazines have not been previously

available. Although noted, the details of these surface-catalyzed reactions have

not been previously investigated in detail. Atmospheric particulates, as well

as the surfaces of man-made enclosures, are likely to affect the rates and
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product distributions for the decomposition reactions of the hydrazines. The
effects of enclosures are especially interesting from the standpoint of
occupational health and safety. Personnel are most likely to come in contact
with high concentrations of gas-phase hydrazines in or around man-made

enclosures.

In order to minimize wall-effects, a 6515-liter fluorocarbon-film environ-
mental chamber was employed to study possible air-oxidation reactions of the
hydrazines. With a surface-to-volume ratio of 3.39 m"I and an almost totally
fluorocarbon surface, catalytic effects were expected to be minimal. The

hydrazines disappeared slowly from the environmental chamber with half-lives of
19 - 60 hours; however, the loss was due to the physical interactions of
adsorption onto and permeation through the fluorocarbon walls rather than by

chemical oxidation. In pure nitrogen, the rate of disappearance of the
hydrazines was the same as in air. If any oxidation occurred in pure air, the
rate of oxidation was too slow to measure by this technique. Detailed kinetic

models for the adsorption and permeation of hydrazines in the fluorocarbon-film

chamber were developed.

Adding metallic wall-materials, such as aluminum, galvanized steel,
stainless steel, titanium, or corroded aluminum, to the chamber increased the
rate of disappearance of the hydrazines. With corroded aluminum surfaces, a
rapid surface-catalyzed air-oxidation reaction of hydrazine occurred, which

produced the reactive intermediates diazene and hydrogen peroxide. MMH was less
reactive, and nio evidence of reactivity was noted for UDMH on the corroded

aluminum surface. The rates of reaction of hydrazine and MMIH increased with tt.

square of the surface area of the added corroded aluminum. Kinetic and

mechanistic models for these reactions have been proposed.

The surface-catalyzed air oxidation reactions were further characterized
by studies using a packed microreactor. At slightly elevated tempe.,atures in
air, hydrazine was completely oxidized on all powderei metallic and environ!!ei;tal

surfaces studied (sand, concrete, and cinder block). MMH vas less reactive, and

the rates and products of the surface-catalyzed oxidatior; could be determined.
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The relative activities of oxide-coated metal surfaces for the oxidation of MMH

in air is:

Fe > A1203 > Zn > 316 SS > Ti > Cr > Al > 304-L SS > Ni

In the absence of oxygen, the passivation and thermodynamics of adsorption of
hydrazines on metallic surfaces were studied by gas chromatographic techniques.

The nature of the surface-hydrazine interaction with silica, silica-
alumina, and alumina was investigated spectroscopically by an infrared
reflectance technique. Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT)
spectroscopy confirmed that surface adsorption was primarily physical and that
the adsorbed hydrazines do not undergo major structural changes when adsorbed.

A new type of reactor that made use of the properties of laminar flow to
minimize wall reactions was used to investigate the reactions of ozone with the
hydrazines. The laminar flow reactor (LFR) allowed the determination of the

overall kinetic scheme arid individual rate constants for the reactions of
hydrazine and MMH with ozone. The ozonation of MMH occurred by a delayed
branching-chain mechanism. The LFR proved to be an important new tool for the
study of the chemical kinetics of atmospheric reactions.

The current unaerstanding of the environmental fates of the propellant
hydrazines in the atmosphere is based on an evaluation of the relative importance

of the heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions with atmospheric constituents.
Although oxygen is the major reactive component of air, its homogeneous rate of
reaction with the hydrazines is so slow that the ultimate fate of the hydrazines
is dictated by reaction with ozone, particulate matter, and other minor
atmospheric constituents.

Using the rate constants determined by the LFR technique, the half-lives
of hydrazine and MMH in a moderately polluted daytime atmosphere containing
ozone, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides is less than two hours, due to their
reactions with ozone and hydroxyl radicals. Although their environmental
persistence is quite short, the mechanistic studies suggest that the environmen-
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tal impact of the hydrazines may be manifested primarily by their effect of

increasing the hydroxyl/hydroperoxyl radical concentrations in the atmosphere.

A balancing factor is the efficiency of the adsorption process, surface-

catalyzed air-oxidation process, or both, that may take place on hydrophilic

airborne particulate matter. These surface interactions generally do not result

in the desorption of reactive intermediates and represent an relatively innocuous

pathway for the removal of atmospheric hydrazine or MMH.

It was concluded that the -factors that substantially contribute to the

environmental fate of hydrazines in the atmosphere are:

0 their reactions with reactive constituents of the atmosphere such as ozone,
and

* catalyzed reactions with oxygen on the surfaces of particulates or
enclosure walls

The characteristics of the individual reaction sequences that control the

gas phase concentrations of hydrazine and MMH are now fairly well understood;

however, our understanding of the interdependence of these sequences with the

complex suite of reactions already present in our polluted atmosphere is only

minimal. The results of these mechanistic and kinetic studies provide much of

the necessary input for atmospheric modeling programs to estimate the consequen-

ces of hydrazine release into the atmosphere.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

Hydrazine and its alkyl -substituted derivatives, monomethyihydrazine (MMH)

and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine (UDNH), are used as propellants or fuels in

a number of military and aerospace applications. Because the hydrazines are

both toxic and carcinogenic (References 1 and 2), their environmental fate is of

considerable interest and has been the subject of a number of studies (Refer-

ences 3 - 7).

A. OBJECTIVES

The overall goal of this projecL was to provide further insight into the

mechanisms of the homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions by which propellant

hydrazines decompose in the atmosphere. This insight is critical for under-

standing the relative importance of each kinetic pathway for the decomposition

of these compounds, which is, in turn, essential for input into models of the

environmental impact of hydrazipe use.

The overall 9--: invcived five specific objectives:

0 To investigate the chemistry of the auto-oxidation reactions of the
hydrazines in an environmental reaction chamber constructed of inert wall-
materials

* To ascertain the relative importance of surface reactions in the auto-
oxidation scheme by adding metal surfaces to the environmental chamber

* To focus on the surface-catalyzed component of the air-oxidation reactions
using catalytic microreactor techniques

* To determine the rates and .echanisws of the reactions of hydrazines with
ozone using an apparatus that minr"Vnizes or eliminates wall effects

* To examine the nature of the hydrazine/surface interaction by using a
surface spectroscopic technique

LM1



B. BACKGROUND

The pioneering work of Stone (References 3 - 5) and Tuazon et al. (Refer-

ence 6) led to the identification of the major products and intermediates formed

by air-oxidation of the hydrazines. These products and intermediates include

diazenes, nitrosamines, nitramines, dlazoalkanes, and peroxides. Because the

hydrazines are comparable to water in volatility, any spill or intentional

release of the hydrazines can result in local gas-phase concentrations well in

excess of the established threshold limit values (TLV's) of 0.1 to 0.5 ppm.

Surface chemical reactions have plagued the gas-phase kinetics studies of

Pitts, Stone, and others (References 3 - 7). The surface-to-volume ratio and

the type of surface treatment of the reaction vessel have dramatic effects on

the decomposition kinetics of the hydrazines (References 3 - 5). As a result,

accurate gas-ph.-se kinetic data are not available. In addition, the effects of

surface chemical reactions on the environmental fates of the hydrazines have not

been evaluated. Atmospheric particulates, both man-made and natural, as well as

the surfaces of man-mad& enclosures, are likely to affect the rate and product

distribution of the decomposition of the hydrazines. The effects of enclosures

are especially interesting from the standpoint of occupational health and safety.

Personnel are most likely to come in contact with high concentrations of gas-

phase hydrazines in or around man-made enclosures.

As a result of similar USAF and NASA interests in the environmental fate

of the hydrazines, NASA White Sands Test Facility (WSTF) personnel and represen-

tatives of the Air Force Engineering and Services Center (AFESC) initiated a

test project to investigate the influence of surface and atmospheric chemical

reactions on the environmental fates of the hydrazines.

C. SCOPE

This report presents the results of kinetic and mechanistic studies of the

atmospheric oxidation reactions of the fuel hydrazines. The approach was: (1)

to evaluate the importance that surface-catalyzed reactions might have on the

standard environmental (smog) chamber experiment, (2) to study the kinetics of

2



the air-oxidation under conditions designed to allow the surface-catalyzed

component to predominate, and, (3) to study the kinetics of the air-oxidation

under conditions where the surface-catalyzed components were designed to be

absent.

Current environmental impact computer models require accurate kinetic data

and reaction schemes for both the home eneous and heterogeneous reactions of

possible pollutants. The rate constants and reaction schemes presented in this

report can be used as inputs into these models and as aids in predicting the

potential environmental impact of hydrazine fuel use.
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SECTION II
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER STUDIES

A. INTRODUCTION

1. Objective

The objective of the environmental chamber studies was to study the
kinetics and mechanisms of the homogeneous and heterogenous atmospheric
oxidation reactions of hydrazine, MMH, and UDMH in a fluorinated-ethylene
propylene (FEP) polymer film chamber. Wall effects due to FEP or add(,d metal
surfaces were also to be determined.

2. Background

Surface reactions on the walls of the containers interfere with gas-
phase studies by dramatically affecting the decomposition kinetics (References
3 - 7). To minimize these effects, studies of the atmospheric reactions in low
surface-to-volume ratio (s/v) chambers constructed of inert materials are
required. Characterization of the nature of the hydrazine/wall reaction with
both supposedly inert and presumably catalytic materials is also essential to
the development of a reasonably complete understanding of the hydrazine/
environment interaction.

3. Scope

This work involved the design and construction of a 6515-liter
fluorocarbon-film reaction chamber with a low surface-to-volume ratio. The loss
rates of both unreactive gases and fuel hydrazine vapors from the chamber were
studied. The effects of humidity, oxygen, and fluorocarbon surface-area on
these rates were determined. The kinetics and products of metal-surface
promoted reactions were also investigated when metal plates were added to the
chamber to simulate enclosure walls.
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B. EXPERIMENTAL

1. Materials

Hydrazine, MMH, and Aerozine-50 were propellant grades (Olin)

analyzed according to MIL-P-26536-C, MIL-P-27404B, and MIL-P-27402B, respec-

tively. UDMH (Aldrich) was reagent grade and used as received. Methane
(Airco), methylamine (Airco), CO2 (Big Three) and ammonia (Scott) were used as

supplied. All other solvents were ACS reagent grade and used as supplied.
Sheets of 0.16-cm (20-gauge) 304--L Stainless Steel (SS), hot-dipped galvanized

steel (zinc), titanium 6A1-4V, and aluminum 6061-46 were cut into 0.46 X 0.46-
m plates. Before use, the plates were scrubbed with a nylon bristle brush in a
solution of 1:128 (1 oz./gal) Liqui-Det 2 (Oakite Products), which is a mildly

alkaline liquid detergent. Each plate was then rinsed with isopropyl alcohol

and dried in a stream of gaseous nitrogen. The dried plates were packaged in a

polyethylene bag until required.

During testing, it was found that aluminum plates adventitiously
encrusted with a crystalline substance were significantly reactive. The
grayish-white crystalline substance, which covered approximately 15 to 25

percent of the geometric surface area of the aluminum plates, was examined by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) at 150X and 2500X (Figures I and 2). The SEM

phcographs revealed cones and somatoids of a hexagonal crystalline structure

characteristic of aluminum surfaces exposed to oxygen and moisture, which is
indicative of an aluminum-hydroxide (Reference 9). The cryst~lline material was

mechanically removed using a razor blade, and a BET surface- 6 rea determination
yielded 60 m2 per gram of material. The mechanical scraping of the aluminum

surfaces fractured the crystalline material, which increaspd the surface area by

an estimated two or three times greater than its native value on the aluminum
substrate. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was performeC on a portion

of this material. A single endotherm at 544 K was observed. The material
underwent a 25 percent weight loss, which corresponds to the dehydration loss of

one H20 from a compound of the molecular formula Al(OH) 3. Based on these

observations, the material was tentatively identified as bayerite (Reference
10). Bayerite forms on clean aluminum surfaces from ambient temperatures up to

5
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313 K, forms mechanically removable crystals, and yields a single peak in

thermal analysis. For the remainder of this report, the combination of aluminum
substrate metal and bayerite coating will be referred to as AlOx, representative

of an aluminum hydroxide on an aluminum surface. The origin of the AlOx crust

is unknown.

2. Instrumentation

Changes in reactant and product concentrations within the chamber
were monitored by absorbance changes with a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)

spectrometer in conjunction with a White Cell optical system.

a. FTIR Spectrometer

A Mattson Sirius 100 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a remote
mercury-cadmium-telluride (HgCdTe) detector operated at 77 K was used. The
HgCdTe detector was mounted on an adjustable aluminum base plate external to the
FTIR, but within a purgeable air space. The entire optical path outside the

chamber was purged by dry nitrogen. Data collection and processing were
performed using a Pixel 80 supermicrocomputer with the UNIX operating system and
Mattson-supplied programs. Data was recorded over the mid-infrared region (4000

to 700 cm" 1 ) at 1 cm" 1 resolution. Background or sample spectra were obtained
by co-adding 100 instrument scans and storing the results. Spectral acquisition

and processing were user-controlled via a C-Shell program.

b. Multiple-Path Optics

A White cell optical system of 74.9-m pathlength was used
(Reference 8). The multiple-path optical system consisted of two 20.3-cm field
mirrors and an in-focus mirror with 2.45-cm zinc selenide (ZnSe) windows. The
mirrors were gold-coated and held in polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-coated

frames. The overall pathlength of the optical system was determined to be a
multiple of the base length (2.34 m) by counting the number of dots on the
nesting mirror made by a coincidental helium-neon (HeNe) laser beam. The beam

8



could be made coincident by interposing a removable mirror into the spectro-

meter's internal optics.

c. Analytical Frequencies and Extinction Coefficients

The FTIR absorption spectra of molecular species of interest

were recorded in calibration experiments, and regions showing the least

interference from CO2 and water vapor were integrated for concentration

determinations. Included were hydrazine (1000 to 880 cm'l), MMH (800 to 700

cm1'), UDMH (955 to 865 cm-1), 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane (TF Freon,

831 to 790 cm' 1 ), water (3900 to 3500 cm-I) 01id CO2 (2400 to 2200 cm'1). Due to

a slight overlap of methanol and water bands, methanol was integrated over four

different wavenumber regions; 3100 to 2800 cm" 1 , 2900 to 2800 cm" 1 , 1100 to 950

cm" 1 , and 1085 to 975 cm'". In some experiments, single absorption peaks were

used when suitable nonoverlapped spectral regions could not be found. Included

were hydrazine (958 cm- 1 ), MMH (888 cm' 1 ), UDMH (909 cm' 1 ), methane (3017 and

1306 cm'1), and CO2 (2360 and 2362 cm- 1 ).

A comparison was made to the extinction coefficients used by

other workers for single absorption peaks to verify the accuracy of the

experimental system. The values (at 1-cm"1 resolution) determined for hydrazine

"•(e) - 6.7 atm'(cm-1 at 958 cm" 1 , MMH f(e) - 7.6 atm- 1cm" 1 at 888 cm" 1 , and UDMH

t(e) " 6.6 atm&1 cm"1 at 909 cm"! compared favorably to the values for hydrazine

'(e) " 6.6 atm&1 cm" 1 , MMH f(e) - 7.2 atm- 1cm" 1 , and UDMH c(e) - 7.5 atm' 1cm" 1

listed by Tuazon et al. (Reference 6).

3. Apparatus

a. Environmental Reaction Chamber

An environmental reaction chamber, 2.34 x 2.34 x 1.19 m, was

constructed from 0.013-cm 15-mil) sheets of FEP (Figure 3). The sheets were

joined by heat-sealing and the seams were reinforced with polytetrafluoroethyl-

ene (PTFE) pressure-sensitive tape. The chamber was supported by an outside

metal framework, and the framework was covered by a 0.025-cm (lO-mil) polyethyl-
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ene liner. A 5-cm purgeable air space between the inner FEP and outer poly-

ethylene liner provided thermal and mechanical protection. The internal volume

of the chamber was 6515 liters. A 250-mL glass bulb, wrapped in heating tape,

acted as an injector system in which fuel hydrazine, water (for humidity

adjustments), or inert materials could be vaporized and transferred into the

chamber by gaseous nitrogen flow. The chamber could be vented through a 5-cm
PTFE pipe-exhaust stack. A 1.19 x 0.91-meter FEP door, sealed with PTFE tape,

provided access to the chamber interior. The chamber was also fitted with a

30.5-cm PTFE-coated variable-speed fan to mix the chamber contents. Except for
the ZnSe windows and the gold mirror surfaces, the entire interior surface of

the chamber was FEP or PTFE.

b. Gas Purification System

The interior of the chamber and the space between the FEP wall

and the outer jacket were purged with purified air provided by a Balston Model

75-20 air filter (360 L/mtn maximum flow), or a Model 75-50 air purifier (30

L/mmn maximum flow, low CO2 content), and a sequence of disposable absorbent
cartridges containing activated carbon, type 13X molecular sieves, and sodium/

calcium hydroxides. The air filter removed all suspended impurities and dried

the air to a dew point of 233 K (127 ppm, v/v). The air purifier removed CO2 to
1 ppm v/v. The absorbent cartridges removed trace gas contaminants, including

remaining water and CO2 . Gas outlet-valves after each unit provided for air

with various CO2 and water contents. Alternatively, nitrogen that was further

purified by the Balston unit could be substituted for air.

4. Procedures

a. General Procedure

A typical experiment consisted of placing a known area of test

surface into the chamber (if required), attaining the required atmosphere,

adding fuel hydrazine vapor, and determining the time/vapor-concentration

relationship over 12 to 48 hours, using FTIR spectroscopy.

11



b. Test Method

The requisite number of metal plates (none, in the case of a

background run) were placed vertically in PTFE racks in the chamber, which was

then purged with matrix gas for at least 6 hours at 300 L/mtn to provide at

least 17 turnovers of the atmosphere of the 6515-liter chamber. The inner purge

was then halted, and the space between the polyethylene liner and the chamber

was purged at 150 L/min. A reference spectrum was collected by the FTIR system,

stored, and subsequently used to compute absorbance spectra for concentration

measurements. Liquid or vapor samples were injected by syringe into the glass

injector system, which was heated to approximately 325 K. The vapors were then

swept into the chamber with nitrogen. Typically, 0.5 to 1.75-mL samples of the

fuel hydrazines were used to create an atmosphere containing 60 to 100-ppm v/v

fuel hydrazine in the chamber. High-speed stirring with the mixing fan was

carried out during sample introduction, followed by low-speed stirring during

the remainder of the run. Immediately after introduction of the fuel hydrazine,

data acquisition was started via the C-Shell program, which acquired and

processed sample spectra at specified time intervals. The temperature of the

room containing the environmental chamber varied from 294 - 300 K.

c. Kinetics

The rate of fuel hydrazine disappearance from the chamber was

determined by measuring changes in the vapor concentration over a 12- to 48-hour

period. Using either area integration or peak height, 30 to 100 spectra were

analyzed and a graph of time versus the natural log of the percent remaining was

constructed. The decay curve was usually biphasic with a short nonexponential

initial phase (15 to 25 percent of the total change) followed by a purely

exponential decay. The exponential decay portion was treated by least squares

analysis to yield an apparent first-order rate constant.

A more detailed analysis of the observed decay kinetics based

on a set of consecutive reactions was carried out. The analytical solutions to

the differential equations for this kinetic scheme are available (References 11,

12) and were used to determine rate constants for processes occurring during

12



both stages of the decay process. When multiple runs under identical test

conditions were made, the average and standard error were calculated for those

rate constants.

C. RESULTS

1. Characterization of Chamber with Inert Gases

The chamber Integrity was verified by observing the loss rates of

nonreactive vapors in dry air or nitrogen. The slow disappearance of either

methane or TF-Freon was treated as an exponential decay and was found to have

apparent first-order rate constants of 4.3 ± 1.0 x 10"3 hr-1 (half-life [tO] -

161 hours) and 5.0 x 1O-3 hr-1 (tk - 139 hours), respectively. A similar

treatment of four methanol experiments yielded an apparent first-order rate

constant of 1.6 ± 0.2 x 10-2 hr') (t4 - 43 hours). No significant differences

were observed between kinetic runs for methane and methanol conducted in air or

nitrogen.

2. Hydrazine Loss Processes in the Chamber

Extensive testing regarding atmospheric constituents, conditioning

effects, and increased FEP surface area was performed with hydrazine, which was

considered to be representative of the other fuel hydrazines.

a. Background Rates

Rates for kinetic runs conducted with only air or nitrogen and

hydrazine present in the chamber are referred to as background loss rates and

are characterized by the first-order rate constant (kbkg) determined from the

exponential portion of the decay.

The average hydrazine kbkg was 1.72 t 0.10 x 10-2 hr 1 (t4
40.3 hours) in dry air and 1.65 t 0.13 x 10-1 hr. 1 (t4 - 41.9 hours) in dry

nitrogen (Figures 4 and 5). There is no significant difference, therefore, in

average hydrazine kbkg in dry nitrogen or dry air,

13
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Graphical and numerical analyses show that after the first 15

to 25 percent of hydrazine disappearance, the data are well represented as an

exponential decay. The deviation from simple exponential decay, as shown by

curvature in the log plot, was evident in each new run. When a run was

interrupted after about 25-percent loss and sufficient hydrazine vapor added to

raise the concentration of hydrazine to the original value, the initial
curvature was not evident and the subsequent loss rate was purely exponential

(F~gure 6). This suggests that the process responsible for the initial, mote

rapid disappearance of hydrazine becomes inoperative or has reached a steady

state during the later phase of the decay.

b. Products

Examination of the spectra generated during background kinetic
runs showed no evidence of IR-detectable intermediates or products such as

hydrogen peroxide, diazene or ammonia. Although water vapor concentration

generally increased during a run, this could have been due to permeation from

outside the chamber.

c. Effects of Atmospheric Constituents

(1) Oxygen. The kbkg for hydrazine loss is the same in both

dry air and dry nitrogen (Table 1). To measure the extent of oxygen permeation

into the chamber, the chamber was purged with nitrogen for 16 hours, sealed, and

changes in oxygen concentration were monitored by gas chromatography (GC). Over

the 4-hour test period, the oxygen concentration was found to increase at 0.13

percent per hour. Although rigorous oxygen-free conditions could not be

maintained in the chamber, the slow permeation rate and equality of loss rates

in air or nitrogen suggests no kinetic dependence on oxygen.

(2) Water Vapor. The average kbkg for hydrazine decay in wet

air (relative humidity [RH] initially at 50 percent) was 3.47 t 0.13 x 10-2 hr"]

(tý M 20.0 hou,-s). The water content of the matrix gas, therefore, appears to

be a major factor in determining hydrazine loss rates (Figure 7). Such effects

have been noted by earlier workers (References 6, 13, 14).
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TABLE 1. BACKGROUND HYDRAZINEa LOSS RATE CONSTANTS IN AIR
AND NITROGEN

Run kbk9 x 102 Gas Averageb x 102
M# (hr"I) (hr-I)

31 1.67 Airc
44 1.59 n

48 1.95 1.72 ± 0.10
49 1.44 "
86 1.95

94 1.69 Nitrogend
95 1.62 "
96 1.48 " 1.66 ± 0.13
97 1.36 g

100 2.13 "

a Initial hydrazine concentration 69 ppm v/v
b Errors are standard errors
c Average air temperature 298 ± 2 K
d Average nitroS3n temperature 295 ± 1 K

In experiments with dry air or dry nitrogen, water vapor
increased over the duration of the experiment. This was presumably due to the

fact that the chamber atmosphere was always drier than the ambient atmosphere.

Both fluorocarbon and polyethylene films are permeable to water vapor, and the

half-life for water vapor equilibration to the level of the chamber exterior was

between 12 and 24 hours.

The water vapor content of the nitrogen used in these

experiments was typically less than 10 ppm v/v, while the "dry air" produced by

the Balston unit had an ultimate lower limit of 130 ppm v/v water vapor.

In several experiments, large amounts of water vapor were

introduced into a well-purged chamber, and hydrazine vapor appeared in the

chamber atmosphere. The hydrazine apparently had been displaced from the

chamber surface by the water vapor. The concentration of the desorbed hydrazine

was estimated at approximately 3 ppm v/v (about 3 to 5 percent of the amount
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initially used), which strongly suggests that reversible absorption or surface
adsorption effects are involved in the hydrazine loss processes.

(3) Carbon Dioxide. The chamber is permeable to C02 , as shown
by its appearance during experiments with C02 -free air and nitrogen. To examine
the effects of CO2 permeation on hydrazine lo:s, an experiment was performed by
adding 1000 ppm v/v CO to dry air that contained the normal 300 ppm v/v CO2

(kbkg " 3.43 x 10-2 hrV). A second similar kinetic run with 1000 ppm v/v CO2

added and 14,600 ppm v/v added H20 vapor (kbkg " 2.90 x 10-2 hr-1 ) showed no
significant differences between them. The kbkg obtained for both runs, however,
was approximately twice the normal 'kbkg. The presence of either water or C02,
therefore, doubles the kbkg, but they apparenatly do not have a cumulative effect
on the kbkg when combined.

d. Effects of Conditioning and Mixing

The first kinetic runs yielded kbkg that gradually decreased as
more kinetic runs were conducted (Figure 8). These first sequential kinetic
runs, made over a three week period, are not considered representative of
typical hydrazine kbkg (Appendix). The largest kbkg was observed in Run A,
presumably due to the interaction of hydrazine vapor with contamination on the
chamber walls accumulated during its construction. The kbkg obtained from Run
B was less than half that observed in the initial run. Kinetic Runs C, D, and
E were performed in dry nitrogen, and the kbkg obtained were quite similar to
the average kbkg obtained in a conditioned chamber with air or nitrogen.

Sequential kinetic Runs F through K were conducted in air, and
each run produced a decreasing kbkg until the conditioned chamber value of Run
K was obtained.

Initial experiments performed in the chamber used a high-speed
mixing fan during introduction of hydrazine vapor into the chamber, after which
stirring was halted and hydrazine decay measured. During metal substrate
testing, it was anticipated that the close spacing of the metal plates might
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require the high-speed fan to be on at all times. The high speed fan caused

significant vibration to the optical system, so it was turned off during data
collection. To determine the effects of stirring rate and sequencing, a kinetic
run with 49 closely spaced 304-L SS plates (20.5 m2 ) was conducted. The fan was
run continuously at high speed during the first 7 hours (except during two 4-
minute data -ollection intervals each hour) and was turned off for the last 10 -
12 hours. The kbkg during the stirred portion was 6.2 x 10-2 hr- 1 while during
the unstirred portion it was 2.83 x 10-2 hr"]. High-speed stirring thus

increased the hydrazine kbkg by a factor of two.

A variable speed DC motor was then installed that was operated
at high speed during sample introduction and at low speed during a kinetic run.
To determine the effects of this stirring sequence on hydrazine loss rate
constants, several experiments were performed in which the fan was shut off

during the last 25 percent of a kinetic run. Linear regression and graphical
analysis of the hydrazine concentration data did not show any difference between
the stirred and unstirred portions of the kinetic run. This stirring sequence,

therefore, was used for all further experiments, and all data and kbkg were

acquired under these conditions.

e. Effects of Added FEP Surface

To test whether a surface-dependent reactien was occurring on

the chamber FEG, an additional 24 m2 of FEP were added to the cha ;nterior.
The additional FEP increased the overall s/v to 7.07 m"1 while it i. ined the

e•.erior s/v at 3.39 m"1 . Under these conditions, the kbkg was 1.7 x J- 2 hr,

wnich is the same as the kbkg without the added surface area of FEP. Also
doublin% the surface area did not appear to affect the nonlinear portion of the

h•wJ;azine decay curve. In dry nitrogen, a kbkg of 2.32 x 10-2 hr was

obtained, a value slightly higher than normal.

When 14,600 ppm v/v of water vapor was added to the chamber with
the added FEP, the• average value for kbkg increased to 3.47 t 0.13 x 10-2 hr 1 .
A conditioning effect wa; also observed, as shown by the decrease in the

hydrazine kbkg as this series of experiments progressed (Figure 9).
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f. Effects of Metal Surfaces

Observed first-order rate constants (kobs) for hydrazine in the
presence of AlOx, titanium, 304-L SS, zinc, and aluminum plates were 2 to 100

times higher than the kbkg in the empty chamber. The most reactive surface
proved to be AlOx and the least reactive surface was aluminum. The kobs in the

presence of metal are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

TABLE 2. OBSERVED HYDRAZINEa LOSS RATE CONSTANTS WITH AlOx
SURFACES IN AIR AND NITROGEN

Run Gasb Surface Area kobs x 102

(#) (m2 ) (hr")

33 Air 23.8 183
34 23.8 230
35 23.8 224
45 23.8 194

Averagec - 208 1 11

39 Air 3.3 4.8
40 6.7 13.4
41 (HzO)d 11.7 60.0
60 " 13.4 30.0
43 13.4 37.7

36 Nitrogen 23.8 74.5
37 " 23.8 99.2
46 " 23.8 .0

Averagec - 71.8 1 16.7
e89 Nitrogen 23.8 76.3
e91  " 23.8 46.6
e9 2  23.8 17.3

a Initial hydrazine concentration 68 ppm v/v
b 298 t 2 K
c Errors are standard errors
d Water 14,600 ppm v/v added to air
e Surface previously exposed to 80 ppm v/v UDMH
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TABLE 3. OBSERVED HYDRAZINEa LOSS RATE CONSTANTS WITH METAL
SURFACES IN AIR

Run Metal Surface Area kobs x 102

(#) (m2 ) (hr1 )

62 Aluminum 20.9 3.60
63 " 20.9 Aege

Averagec - 3.38 t 0.23

38 304-L SS 20.9 3.58

61 Titanium 2.1 2.5

42 Zinc 19.2 4.77
87 of 21.3 4.98

a Initial concentration approximately 69 ppm v/v
b 298 t 2 K
c Error is standard error

(1) AIQX. Kinetic runs were performed in both air and

nitrogen with variable surface areas of AlOx (Table 2). At the largest

available surface area of AlOX plates (23.8 m2 ), the average value of kobs for
hydrazine in air was 2.08 ± 0.11 hr"1 (t - 0.33 hours). Figure 10 shows a

typical run with AlOx present. The average rate constant obtained in nitrogen
with the same surface area was 0.72 ± 0.17 hr- 1 (t - 0.96 hours).

Under these conditions, the presence of reactive inter-

mediates with IR bands at 3180 to 3050 cm"1 and 1380 to 1275 cm" 1 were detected

(Figures 11 and 12). The IR bands at 1380 to 1275 cm" 1 are identified as those

due to superimposed hydrogen peroxide and diazene (Reference 15). The hydrogen

peroxide/diazene concentration reached a maximum after approximately 1.5 hours;

after 16 hours, no hydrazine, hydrogen peroxide, or diazene remained (Figure

13). Ammonia, at 3 to 5-percent of the initial hydrazine concentration, was

present as a final product. Ammonia was never seen in the background runs.

With smaller surface areas of AlOX, or with other metals, the buildup of

detectable concentrations of hydrogen peroxide or diazene was not observed.
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Numerical analysis of the appearance/disappearance curve for the hydrogen
peroxide/diazene mixture, treated as two consecutive first-order reactions,
gives 0.35 hr.] and 1.2 hr" 1 as the overall formation and decay rate constants.
The maximum concentration of diazene and hydrogen peroxide is estimated to be I8
percent of the initial hydrazine concentration of 69 ppm v/v.

(2) Alumin. Aluminum was exposed to hydrazine under the
same conditions as AlOx (air, slow stirring, ambient temperature). At the
maximum surface area (20.9 m2 ), the kobs for hydrazine loss was 3.38 ± 0.23 x
10.2 hr-1 , which is only twice the kbkg. Hydrogen peroxide, diazene, or other

reaction products were not detected.

(3) Otihe ielals. Titanium, 304-L SS, and zinc had values for
kobs of 3.58 x 10-2, 2.5 x 10-2, and 5.98 x 10-2 hr- 1 for 20.9, 2.1, and
21.3 m2 , respectively, when tested in the same conditions as AlOx. The maximum
surface area of titanium was an order of magnitude lower than the other metals.
Hydrazine exposure with each metal was conducted at the largest available
surface area, and no detectable concentrations of hydrogen peroxide, diazene, or
other reaction products were observed.

3. HuH Loss Processes in the Chamber

a. Background Rates

The kbkg for MHH in air was 3.66 ± 0.17 x 10-2 hr-1

(t4 - 19 hours). This was higher than either hydrazine or UDMH, and l*IH was the
only fuel hydrazine studied that yielded reaction products in the absence of
metal surfaces. Both methanol (at 2 percent of the initial MHH concentration)
and traces of methyldiazene (HN-NCH 3, Reference 16) were detected In the
background runs. The plots of the natural log of the percent remaining were
linear throughout the entire range of concentration.
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b. Effects of Metal Surfaces

The AlOx and the 304-L SS metal plates both exhibited appreci-

able reactivity with MMH (Table 4). MMH was less reactive than hydrazine under

these conditions (Figure 14). Reduced surface area runs were performed only

TABLE 4. OBSERVED MMHa LOSS RATE CONSTANTS WITH METAL SURFACES
IN AIR

Run Metal Surface Area kobs x 102

(#) (m2) (hr 1)

73 None C3. 9 0

74 If c3 .65
75 I" C3 .58

85 d c3.50
Averaged = 3.66 ± 0.17

69 A1O 23.8 12.0
78 o X 23.8 14.6
79 i 23.8 15.0

Average - 13.9 ± 0.9

83 A1O 12.1 7.00
84 to X 11.7 6.50

76 Aluminum 20.9 4.70
77 " 20.9 d

Average - 4.45 ± 0.25

80 304-L SS 20.9 12.9
81 " 20.9 d 13.9

Average - 13.4 1 0.5

71 Zinc 20.9 6.44
70 20.9 d

Average - 6.39 ± 0.05

a Initial MMH concentration 83 ppm v/v
b 298 ± 2 Kc These values are kk
d Errors are standarg lrrors
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with AlOx. Methanol (at 3 to 9 percent of the initial MMH concentration) and

traces of methyldiazene were observed as products in the presence of metal

plates; both were at slightly higher concentrations than in the background runs.
The concentrations of the reaction products were too low to obtain appearance/

disappearance rate constants. No other reaction products were detected. At

maximum surface area of AlOx (23.8 m2), kobs - 1.39 ± 0.09 x 1O-1 hr-1 , and for

20.9 m2 of 304-L SS, kobs - 1.34 t 0.05 x 10"1 hr"1 .

The zinc and aluminum plates exhibited an MMH reactivity less

than twice that of the background. The methanol and methyldiazene products were

not formed in significantly greater yields than in background runs.

4. UDMH Loss Processes in the Chamber

The slowest background loss rate was observed for UDMH disappearance

with an average kbkg - 1.15 ± 0.14 x 10-2 hr. 1 (t½ = 60.1 hours). No reaction

products were observed in air or in the presence of 23.8 m2 of AlOx surface in

air. The average kobs in the presence of the AlOx was 2.3 ± 0.4 x 10-2 hr"1 .

UDMH was not tested with any other surfaces (Table 5). Log plots of runs in the

absence and presence of 23.8 m2 of AlOx plates are shown in Figure 15. The

initial curvature in the log plots, which was observed with hydrazine, was also

observed with UDMH. Those deviations from linearity, however, were not nearly

as severe.

5. Aerozine-50 Loss Processes in the Chamber

Loss rates for Aerozine-50, a 50/50 mixturc of hydrazine and UDMH,
were obtained by simultaneously monitoring the UDMH area at 2900 to 2715 cm-I

and the hydrazine peak at 957 cm"1. The usual hydrazine integrated area was not

used due to interference from the UDMH absorbance bands.

A kbkg of 2.5 x 10. 2 hr-1 (t = 28 hours) was obtained for the
hydrazine portion of the Aerozine-50 loss, which is 1.5-times greater than the
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TABLE 5. OBSERVED UDMH AND AEROZINE-50 LOSS RATE CONSTANT IN
THE PRESENCE AND ABSENCE OF AlOx SURFACES IN AIRa

Run Fuel Metalb kobs x 102

(M) (hr-])

64 UDMH None C1.1 1
65 C0 .9 4
66 d c1,41

Average - 1.15 ± 0.14

67 UDMH A1O 2.70
68 " 1.70

Average - 2.30 ± 0.40

88 Aerozine-SO None c2. 4 7 (hydrazine)C1. 7 6 (UDMH)
90 Aerozine-50 AOOx --- (hydrazine)

4.04 (UDMH)

a 298 ± j K
b23.8ma
c These values are khk
d Errors are standar 8rrors

value obtained for kinetic runs with hydrazine alone. The kbkg of 1.8 x 10-2

hr"I (tk - 39 hours) for UDMH was also 1.5 times greater than the average kbkg

for UDMH when testt.d separately.

One test with Aerozine-50 was performed with 23.8 m2 of AlOx plates
present in the chamber and only the UDMH decay rate was monitored. The kobs in

this experiment was 4.04 x 10- 2 hr" (t• - 17 hours), 2.5-times greater than the

UDMH kbkg.

D. DISCUSSION

1. Fluorocarbon-Film Interaction

In the absence of metallic surfaces, hydrazine vapor disappears from
the FEP chamber with t = 41 hours. There are four crucial observations
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concerning the mechanism of this disappearance. First, the kbkg for substances
as diverse as sulfur hexafluorioa methane, methanol and the fuel hydrazines
varied by only a factor of rine jU-erence 12). Second, the kbkg were the same

in nitrogen as in air, and no trace of reaction products were detected (except
for MMH). Third, increasing the internal surface area of fluorocarbon-film
without iticreasing the external ared had no effect on the kbkg. Finally, the

addition of water vapor to a previousl:, used chamber containing only pure air
resulted in the reappearance of hydrazine vapor.

a. Loss Rates

Table 6 summarizes the kbkg under standard conditions for the
fuel hydrazines and several other compounds. Data from a 320-liter chamber,
constructed of the same FEP and used at Tyndall AFB, are also included (Refer-

ences 11, 12).

The kbkg for methane from the smaller chamber was greater than
that from the larger chamber, but if a correction is made for the different s/v

ratios, the kbkg from the two chambers are nearly identical. The kbkg for

oxidatively inert aprotic materials from either chamber are approximately 5 ± 1

x 10.3 hr"] (corrected to an s/v ratio of 3.39 m'1 ). Methanol, a protic, polar,
and oxidatively inert substance, has a greater kbkg than aprotic, nonpolar

molecules, but is similar to that of the protic, polar fuel hydrazines. It

appears that the kbkg is not determined by molecular weight or oxidative
reactivity, but rather by the protic nature of the molecule and the s/v ratio of

the chamber. Because the hydrazine kbkg are the same in air or nitrogen, and
oxidation products are not generally detected, physical rather than chemical
processes are probably responsible for the kbkg of fuel hydrazines and other

materials from the FEP chamber. Similar conclusions have been reported

elsewhere (Reference 11, 17). Vapor transmission rate (VTR) data also support
this conclusion; they show that FEP is about four to ten times more permeable to

polar protic substances than to aprotic substances (Table 7).
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TABLE 6. FIRST-ORDER LOSS JATE CONSTANTS
FROM FEP CHAMBERS

Compound kbkg X ]02

(hr
1)

TF-Freon 0.5

Methane b0.43

Sulfur hexafluoride bo.6

Methanol 1.6

Hydrazine b.7b2.2

MMH 3.7

UDMH 1.1

a Ambient temperature, 50-75 ppm v/v
initial concentration

b Data from the Tyndall :hamber (s/v

8.9 m"' corrected to an s/v ratio of3.39 m"

b. Surface Adsorption/Permeation

Adsorption onto the FEP surface or absorption into the void

volume of the film are two physical processes that, separately or in some

combination, result in the loss of gas-phase material. The reversibility of

this adsorption process is demonstrated by the reappearance of hydrazine when

the chamber was flooded with humid gas. A more detailed description of

permeation that accounts for the permanent loss of gas-phase material is as

follows: after adsorption onto the surface, absorption into the void volume of

the FEP can occur; the material is then transported through the film with

subsequent desorption on the exterior of the chamber surface. This sequence of

adsorption-absorption-desorption assumes that the FEP Is initially not covered
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TABLE 7. VAPOR TRANSMISSION RATESa THROUGH FEPb

Compound VTR
(g.m 2day'latm")

Carbon tetrachloride 22

Hexane 29

Acetone 33

Ethanol 82

Water 99

Acetic acid 182

a Standard test method (ASTM E-96-53 Mod.),

b 308 K (Reference 18)
0.0025-cm (1-mil) thick

by adsorbate, and that the establishment of the sorption equilibrium (steady-

state) will result in a kinetic effect at the start of the process.

c. Kinetic Analysis

The kbkg considered so far have Leen determined from the linear

portion of the exponential decay curves. The initial 15 to 25 percent of the

loss curves show significant deviations from simple first-order decay. This

initial curvature and biphasic feature is consistent with the establishment of

a reversible surface adsorption process followed by irreversible permeation

through the film (or absorption into the film), shown by Equations (1), (2), and

(3):

k!
HZ + SF -*. HZ:SF (adsorption) (1)

k.1
HZ:SF 1  HZ + SF (desorption) (2)
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k
2HZ:-SF -HZ (permeation) (3)

The following kinetic schemes (Cases I and II) can be developed

based on the above equations. In these schemes, the following are used:

[HZ] - gas-phase concentration of hydrazine
[S,] - concentration of unoccupied FEP surface sites
[(HZ:SF] - concentration of occupied FEP surface sites
[-HZ] - concentration of hydrazine which has permeated out

of the chamber
k] - rate constant for hydrazine adsorption to unoccupied

FEP surface sites
k_1  - rate constant for hydrazine desorption from occupied

FEP surface sites
k2 - rate constant for the irreversible permeation through

the FEP

CASE I: Equilibrium adsorption rapidly established, sparse

coverage, k! > k2 :

loss rate - k2 [HZ:SF] (4)

At sparse coverage:

[SF] - [SF]o (5)

where
[SF]o - concentration of unoccupied FEP surface sites at time t-0

At equilibrium:

[HZ:SF]

[HZ] [SF K (6)

where

K -
(7)

loss rate - k2 K [SF]o (HZ] (8)
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and:

k2 K [SF]o - kbkg (9)

then:

loss rate - kbkg [HZ] (10)

This case proves that the observed loss rate is a simple first-

order decay, which is not consistent with the observed kinetics for hydrazine.

CASE II: Approach to steady state, adsorption equilibrium not

established rapidly, sparse coverage, k1 Z kz,

d[HZ:SF]

dt - -k2 [HZ:SF] - k. [HZ:SF] + k, [HZ] [SF] (11)

If the initial value of [HZ:SF] - 0 and the rate constants are

assumed to have similar magnitudes, a true equilibrium is never established.

During the initial stages of the reaction, as the surface sites are being

filled, the net rate of disappearance from the gas phase is the greatest. As

the concentration of surface sites begins to reach a steady state, the net loss

rate slows due to desorption that replenishes some gas-phase material.

The exact solution to the differential equation (Equation (11))

is available but not readily amenable to use in experimental situations

(Reference 19); therefore, a numerical fitting routine has been used to

determine the microscopic rate constants. Initial estimates of the three rate

constants were used to calculate a concentration versus time curve, and the sum

of deviations from the experimental data were minimized iteratively. Table 8

contains a listing of the derived rate constants for several different condi-

tions and compounds. The values of k1 reported in Table 8 are the pseudo-first-

order rate constants, kI [SF]o.
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TABLE 8. DERIVED RATE CONSTANTS FOR ADSORPTION/PERMEATION OF
FUEL HYDRAZINES ON FEP4

Run Compound Conditions k] k. 1  k2  kbkg

(#) (hr- x 102 )

44 Hydrazine Dry Air 9.6 59 13.5 1.6

avg. Hydrazine Dry Air 9.7 62 15 1.7

94 Hydrazine Dry Nitrogen 8.8 38 11 1.7

avg. Hydrazine Dry Airb 9.6 56 15 1.7

avg. Hydrazine Humid Airb'c 8.g 15 15 3.5

avg. Aerozine-50 Dry Air (Hydrazine) 7.9 35 15 2.1
(UDMH) ----------- ---

64 UDMH Dry Air 2.8 19 13 1.1

a Ambirnt temperature, 50-75 ppm v/v initial concentrationb 24 m of added FEP
c 14,700 ppm v/v water vapor

Of these possible schemes, both hydrazine and UDMH loss-rate
profiles are satisfactorily handled by the Case II (approach to steady state).

The computer determination of the rate constants provides calculated hydrazine/

time data, and a comparison of the calculated and observed data is shown in

Figure 16. An estimate of the amount of hydrazine that is surface bound,
(HZ:SFJ, is also calculated. In a typical run, [HZ:SF] starts at zero and

reaches a maximum value of 15 percent of the initial hydrazine concentration

after 20 percent of the reaction. Considering the simplicity of the model used

here, the fit of the calculated and observed data is satisfactory. A more

complete modeling of this kind of system is available (Reference 20).

Because the overall loss rate constants for hydrazine and its

derivatives are similar, it is not surprising that the adsorption, desorption

and permeation rate constants shown in Table 8 are similar. The effect of
humidity is clarified by noting that, under humid conditions, the desorption
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rate constant, kl, decreases significantly. Humidity effects can be explained

by increased adsorption of water into (or onto) the FEP surface. For polar,

protic molecules such as hydrazine, the increased hydrophilicity of the film

would stabilize the surface bound species, [HZ:SF], and decrease the desorption
rate. Hydrazine, which is known to form a stable hydrate, may be particularly

susceptible to humidity effects.

The effect of surface modification may also explain the

increased loss rates observed with Aerozine-SO. Adsorption of the more polar

hydrazine may increase the UDI*H loss rates, and vice versa.

The loss rates for MMH are greater, and may more properly be
described by Case I (a rapidly established adsorption equilibrium). Initial

curvature is not seen in NIH experiments, and microscopic rate constants can not

be dissected from the observed rates because kbkg - K.k2.

2. Metallic Surface Interactions

After developing a reasonable picture of the processes involved in

the loss of fuel hydrazines from an FEP chamber, a further step in determining
the environmental fate of fuel hydrazines is a study of the interaction of fuel

hydrazines with environmental surfaces. The surfaces of interest are those
which might be found at fuel handling and use facilities. This was carried out

by adding aluminum, 304-L SS, zinc, and titanium metal plates to the environ-

mental chamber and observing the loss rates of the fuel hydrazines. In all

cases, the loss rates in the presence of metal plates were greater than those

observed in a background situation.

a. Loss Rates

In the simplest kinetic scheme, a step for the interaction of
the metallic surface is added to the scheme outlined previously. Thus,

Equations (1), (2), and (3), then:
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[HZ] + [SM] kmet 0 [-HZ] (12)

where kmet represents the rate constants for interaction with the metallic
surface, S,. Kinetically, processes such as adsorption or reaction to non-
hydrazine products are indistinguishable, and we use k,,t as the sum of these

processes. The overall loss rate, which is also the observed loss rate (kobs)

is:

loss rate - kbkg[HZ] + kmet(SM]n[HZ] (13)

where

n - order with respect to metal surface

thus

loss rate - kobs[HZ] (14)

where

kobs - kbkg + kmet[Su]n (15)

If we define

km - kmet[SM]n (16)

then the apparent surface interaction rate constants, km, for hydrazine, MMH,

and UDHH are calculated by subtracting kbkg from kobs.

The highly reactive nature of the AlOx plates allowed a study of the
response of the km value with respect to surface area of added plates. For both
hydrazine and MMH, km increases as the square of the surface area (n - 2,

Equation (16)). This is demonstrated by a plot of log(km) against log(area) for
hydrazine and HMH with the AlOx surface (Figure 17). The data are shown with
lines of slope equal to two. The values of km and kmet calculated using n - 2

are shown in Table 9. The reactivity shown by titanium surfaces deserves

additional study at higher surface areas.
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TABLE 9. RATE CONSTANTS [OR FUEL HYDRAZINES WITH METAL
SURFACES IN AIR

Metal Surface Area km x 102 ket x 105

(m2) (hr 1) (hrlm"4)

Hydrazine

AlOx 23.8 208 367
13.4 32 178
11.7 58 424
6.7 12 267
3.3 3.1 b

Average' 300 t 40

Aluminum 23.8 1.7 3.0
304-L SS 20.9 1.9 4.3
Titanium 2.1 0.8 180
Zinc 19.2 3.1 8.4

21.3 3.3 7.3

MMH

AlOx 23.8 10.2 18.0
12.1 3.3 22.5
11.7 2.8 b

Average - 20.3 1 1.3

Aluminum 20.9 0.8 1.8
304-L SS 20.9 9.7 22.2
Zinc 20.9 2.7 6.2

UDMH

AlOx 23.8 1.1 1.9

A-50

AlOx 23.8 2.3 (UDMH) 4
--- (HZ) ---

a 298 t 2 K
b Errors are standard errors
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a. Kinetic Analysis

The observed rate expression is consistent with a kinetic scheme
involving adsorption of hydrazine and oxygen onto different sites followed by an
irreversible bimolecular oxidation reaction (Equations (17) - (23)).

-o
S4 + 02(g) K• ... SM:O2 (17)

, KH ,
SM + HZ(g)• SM :HZ (18)

SM:O2 + SM :HZ kox 0 SM:H20 2 + SM :N2 H2  (19)
I

slow

>M:02 + SM :N2H2 0 SM:H202 + SM + N2 (g) (20)

SM/:N2H2  SM + N2H2(g) (21)

S1I:H202  SM + H202(g) (22)

2 SM:H 2
0

2  - 2 SM + 2H20(g) + 0 2(g) (23)

For two different types of surface sites, SM (an oxygen binding
site) and $M (an H-bonding hydrazine site), the overall rate of the bimolecular
surface oxidation reaction is:

rate - kox[SM:02] [SM :HZ] (24)

rate - kox (00) SAT (OH) SAT (25)

where (00) and (OH) are the fractions of the total surface area (SAT) covered by
oxygen and hydrazine, respectively.
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Equation (26) shows the general Langmuir relationship:

K fGI (26)
G a 1 + K [G]

where

G - an adsorbing gas

Combining the general Langmuir relationship with Equation (25), gives:

2 Ko[0 2 ] KH[HZ]raTko[SAT] 1 + K0[0 2] 1 + KH[HZ(

In an air atmosphere with 70 ppm v/v hydrazine, sparse surface

coverage (K0 [02] << 1, KH [HZ] << 1) and (02] constant, the overall rate of the

bimolecular surface oxidation reaction becomes:

rate - kox K0 [021 KH (SAT] 2 [HZ] (28)

from Equation (16), then

kmet . kox KH K0 [02] (29)

The observed specific rate constant, kmet, is then equal to the

microscopic rate constant for oxidatinn, kox, the Langmuir adsorption constants

(KH and KO), and the oxygen pressure [02]. For different surfaces or different

fuel hydrazines, the relative kmet values also include the relative adsorption

constants.

Other possible rate-controlling steps that would show an

observed rate with a second-order dependence on vacant surface area involve the

following: dissociation of molecular oxygen to atomic oxygen; dual site

adsorption of hydrazine; or the dissociation of hydrazine. Reactions of gaseous

hydrazine with two atomic oxygens, and of the dissociated hydrazine with

molecular oxygen, depend on the square of the occupied surface area. It is
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unlikely that dissociated hydrazine (-NH 2 ) is involved irt these room temperature

reactions. This leaves rate controlling steps involving dissoviated oxygen, or

dual-site adsorption of hydrazine, as the only remaining viable alternatives to

the proposed rate-controlling surface redction (Equation (19)). Although the

details of the mechanisms differ, the overall conclusions would be similar.

c. Relative Reactivities

The relative reactivities (normalized for surface area) of the

fuel hydraiines toward AlOX are:

hydrazine > MMH > Aerozine-;n > UDMH
158 11 2 1

Tests performed with other metal surfaces or with the less

reactive fuels generally yieldea a kobs that das double the kbkg. This could be
a result of only adsorption onto the extra surface area (20 - 23 m2 ) that was

added to the reaction chamber; tht efore, a factor of two in the k obs may not be

an indication of surface reactiviLy.

Assuming that the environmertally important surface area of a
metal plate is its measured geometric area, the relative environmental reac-

tivities of these fuels toward exposed metal surfaces are:

For hydrazine:

AlOX = Titanium >> Zinc > Aluminum, 304-L SS
100 60 3

For MMH:

304-L SS = AlOx > Zinc > Aluminum
12 11 3 1

These rankings are based on the relative kmet vaues shown in

Table 9 and include relative effects of the adsorption equilibria for hydrazsne

and oxygen.
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The actual surface area of the aluminum hydroxide coating on

the AlOx plates is estimated to be 10 times greater than the geometric area, and

ii is not surprising to find that these plates are fairly reactive. Aluminum,

with its normal smooth oxide coat, is catalytically unnotable; however, a

thickened oxide coating of bayerite results in a catalytically active surface

because of the extremely large surface area.

The titanium experiments were conducted with only a very small

geometric area, and final conclusions about its reactivity await further work.

The real surprise in the relative reactivities of the metallic

surfaces is the reactivity of a smooth 304-L SS surface toward MMH. Adsorption

measurements made with the model compound methylamine show that stainless steel

has a relative adsorption equilibrium constant six times greater than alumina

(per m2), and this may account for some of the apparent reactivity of the

stainless steel (Reference 21).

d. Mechanisms

(1) Hvdrazine Oxidation. A mechanism that describes the air

oxidation of hydrazine promoted by the AlOx and other surfaces and the

appearance of the intermediates, hydrogen peroxide and diazene, is shown in

Scheme 1.

Hydrazine vapor is adsorbed onto the metal surface via

hydrogen bonding (1b) at a site shown here as a hydrated metal oxide (la).

Oxygen is adsorbed molecularly (1d) at a different type of site (1c), shown as

a metal atom. Chemisorption of oxygen with dissociation to atomic oxygen is

also possible, and an alternate scheme can be written which leads to the same

conclusions. The structure (1d) shows oxygen adsorbed in a peroxo-structure

parallel to the surface (Reference 22).

An irreversible bimolecular oxidative cehydrogenation

proceeding through a six-membered ring transition state (1g) yields a dihydroxy

metal (dissociated hydrogen peroxide, le) and a diazene (If). The diazene can
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Sche me 1 (conc~luded)
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further react through the same type of transition state with adsorbed oxygen, to

yield nitrogen and another dihydroxy metal site. Alternately, diazene, or even
hydrazine, can react with chemisorbed hydrogen peroxide. Dihydroxy metal sites

(le) can undergo reductive elimination to yield the original oxygen binding site

(1c) and hydrogen peroxide. Desorption of the hydrogen peroxide would then
account for its appearance in the vapor phase. Re-adsorption of hydrogen

peroxide atid further oxidation of more hydrazine or diazene result in a

catalytic cycle with respect to metal-atom sites. The ultimate products of

hydrazine oxidation are nitrogen and water.

The same scheme applies to the oxidation of MMH, where
the products of oxidation are water, methanol, and nitrogen. Traces of the
intermediate methyldiazene were observed, but were at too low a level to

quantify. In flow reactor studies at 330 K, methane was observed as a surface-

catalyzed air-oxidation product of MMH and was believed to arise from the
decomposition of the intermediate methyldiazene (see SECTION 1II). No methane

was observed in chamber studies of MMH oxidation.

The unreactivity of UDMH may be due to the lack of

adjacent hydrogens on NI-N 2 , which prevents the initial oxidative dehydro-

genation step. Small increases in the kobs are probably only due to adsorption

effects.

(2) Ammonia Formation. In these experiments, ammonia was
noted as a trace product (< 5 percent) in hydrazine kinetic runs only when

active metal surfaces were present. Other workers have detected its formation
in background runs, but some exposed metal surfaces (mostly aluminum) were
present in their chambers (Reference 2). This mechanistically significant

reduction product deserves deeper consideration, in view of its Importance in
hydrazine decompositions in general and Its role as a final product ill nitrogen

fixation.

A mechanism accounting for the overall reaction in which

hydrazine and water react with a metal surface to yield ammonia and an oxidized

metal surface is shown in Scheme 2. The initially formed Lew's acid adduct (2a)
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undergoes a proton transfer, and the resulting intermediate (,a) undergoes an

ammonia elimination concomitant with formation of an Imido structure (2c).

Reaction of water with the imido function forms a surface-bound hydroxy amide

(chemisorbed hydroxyl amine, 2d) analogous to adsorbed hydrogen peroxide.

Reductive elimination from the hydroxy amide leads to ammonia and metal oxide.

The putative intermediates shown in Scheme 2 are similar to those incorporated

in general nitrogen fixation schemes (Reference 22).

E. CONCLUSIONS

Hydrazine, MMH, and UDMH vapors are lost from the FEP environmental chamber

interior by adsorption onto and permeation through the FEP surface. Loss rates

are governed by the polarity and the protic nature of the molecules rather than

by molecular weight. Air-oxidation reactions do not appear to be important for

loss processes in the absence of metal surfaces in a permeable chamber. Due to

the significant loss by permeation, further studies of the homogeneous air-

oxidation reactions of the fuel hydrazines should be conducted in nonpermeable

Inert reaction chambers.

The ultimate environmental fate of the fuel hydrazines may not be con-

trolled by their homrgeneous oxidation rates in "pure air." The strong surface
area dependence and reactivity toward a model environmental surface, such as

aluminum hydroxide, suggests that particulate - hydrazine reactions in the

atmosphere may have a more important role than previously believed. Addition-

ally, the factors by which reactive atmospheric constituents such as ozone or

NOx control the homogeneous decay rate need to be considered.

UDMH appears to be the least reactive fuel hydrazine in air or with model

environmental surfaces. Further investigations are necessary to determine the
mechanisms of its dispersal in the environment.
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SECTION III
FLOW REACTOR STUDIES: PACKED MICROREACTOR

A. INTRODUCTION

Gas-phase kinetic studies, including work detailed in Section I1, have
clearly shown that the air oxidation reactions of the hydrazines have both a
heterogeneous and homogeneous component in any real vessel (References 3 - 7).
To assess the relative contributions of these components, it is necessary to
examine each in the absence of the other. This section describes investigations
that characterize the general reactivity patterns, kinetics, and products of the
surface-promoted air-oxidation reactions of hydrazines.

The effects of surfaces on the air oxidation reactions of hydrazines can
be examined directly by using the techniques of heterogeneous catalysis. In
particular, a gas chromatography technique (originally developed by Hall and
Emmett, Reference 23) using microreactors permits the simple, convenient, and
quantitative study of the comparative efficiencies of a number of catalysts.
More recent work has shown the generality and utility of the method (References
24 - 26).

The fixed-bed microreactor is characterized by the use of small quantities
of catalyst (0.05 to 5 grams) packed into a tube and mounted in a GC. The
catalysts were metal and metal oxide powders, and other possibly reactive
materials. The GC provides a temperature controlled oven, a controlled flow of
carrier gas, a means to introduce small amounts of reactant, a sensitive
detector for determining product composition, and a means to trap the eluted
products. The relatively large ratio of carrier gas to reactant ensures
essentially isothermal conditions and eliminates external mass transfer
resistance (Reference 27).

Operated in a pulsed mode with a reactive carrier gas such as air, the
fixed-bed reactor is particularly suitable for the study of pseudo-first-order
oxidation reactions (oxygen in large excess). The use of a nonreactive carrier
gas, such as nitrogen, permits the measurement of the extent of adsorption
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(References 28 and 29), the heat of adsorption (Reference 30), and any thermal
decomposition of the reactant under reaction conditions (Reference 31).

Conversely, studies with unreactive model compounds or reactive compounds
in inert carrier gases can provide information concerning the nature of the
surface.

B. EXPERIMENTAL

1. Materials

The metal and oxide powders were commercially obtained. These
powders were aluminum (Mallinkrodt, BET area 0.4526 m2/g), AlundumO (Curtin, 100
- 200 mesh, BET area 0.1945 m2/9), alumina (Woelm W200 acid, BET area 200 m2/9),
chromium (Alpha, 100 mesh, M2N, BET area 0.1376 m2/g), copper(I) oxide (Baker),
copper(II) oxide (Johnson Matthey puratronic grade), iron (Alpha, 200 mesh,
M2N+, BET area 0.1096 m2/g), iron(III) oxide (Fisher or Johnson Matthey
puratronic grade), nickel (MC&B, 200 mesh, BET area 0.456 m2/9), silica (Cabot,
Cab-O-Sil* fumed, grade M-5), silica-flumina (Grace, grade 135-08-5X1950),

silica gel (Davidson, 140 - 200 mesh, BET area 345 m2/g), 316 SS (Materials
Research Corporation, 100 mesh, BET area 0.0745 m2/g), 304-L SS (Alpha, 100
mesh, Fe:Cr:Ni 70:19:11, BET area 0.1615 m2/g), titanium (Alpha, 100 mesh, M3N,
BET area 0.785 m2/g), and zinc (Alpha, 200 mesh, MSN, BET area 0.0715 m2/9).
New Mexico desert sand, well-aged concrete, and cinder block were obtained
locally, crushed, and sized to 120 mesh.

A sample of mixed iron oxides (FexOy) was prepared by exposing iron
powder to distilled water and evaporating it at 383 K. The iron oxide powder

was sized to 120 mesh and the BET surface area was determined to be 0.8746 m /g.

BET surface area determinations were performed by Micromeritics
Instrument Corporation, Narcross, GA.

Hydrazine and MMH were propellant grades (Olin) analyzed according to
MIL- 0 -26536-C and MIL-P-27404B, respectively. Typical analyses were >98.7
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percent and less than 1.5 percent water. UD1H (Aldrich) and tetramethyl-

hydrazine (TTMH, Fluka) were reagent grade materials and used as received.

Methylamine (Airco), dimethylamine (Matheson), and trimethylamine

(Matheson) were used as supplied. All other solvents were reagent grade and

used as supplied. Ultrapure or puratronic grade materials are referred to as

UP.

1,2-Dimethylhydrazine (SDMH; bp 349.6 K, 88 kPa) was prepared from

dimethylhydrazine dihydrochloride (Aldrich) by distillation from saturated

potassium hydroxide. The crude SDMH was dried over barium oxide overnight and

then fractionally distilled from fresh barium oxide. Trimethylhydrazine (TMH;

bp 326 K, 88 kPa) was prepared by lithium aluminum hydride reduction of

methylene dimethylhydrazine according to the procedure of Class, Aston, and

Oakwood (Reference 32).

2. Instrumentation

a. Gas Chromatograph

A Hewlett-Packard Model 7620A GC equipped with a flame ioniza-

tion detector (FID) was used in the microreactor studies. The injection ports

of the GC were lined with PTFE sleeves to minimize metal-fuel interaction.

Breathing air (analyzed according to Federal Specification BBA1O3A Amendment 1

Grade C) or purified nitrogen was used as the carrier gas at a flow rate of 0.08

- 0.2 mL/s.

b. FTIR Spectrometer

A Nicolet MX-1 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a deuterated

triglycine sulfate (DTGS) detector was used in quantitative gas analyses. Data

collection was performed by the Nicolet FTIR with spectral analysis performed on

a Nicolet 1200S data terminal. A 165-mL gas cell with a 10-cm pathlength was

used.
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3. Apparatus

The microreactors were constructed from 12.7-cm sections of 0.63-cm

outside diameter PTFE tubing with an inside diameter of 0.25 cm. PTFE compres-

sion fittings (Swagelok) were used to mount the reactor tubes into the GC. The

reactor tubes were capped with Zitex (Chemplast, Inc.) 90-X PTFE filter membranes
wedged into the compression fittings to prevent the loss of powdered material.

A smaller version for use with fine powders had a 0.63-cm PTFE union as the body
of the tube to provide the reactor with a 0.63-cm bed length. The outlet of the

reactor tubes was connected by a short length of 0.159-cm PTFE tubing to the

flame ionization detector of the GC. The reactors held 1 to 3.5 grams of powder
while the smaller version held approximately 0.15 to 0.35 grams of fine powder.

4. Procedures

a. Microreactor

A microreactor, filled with a weighed amount of powdered metal

or oxide, was mounted in the GC and allowed to stabilize in a flow of air or

nitrogen carrier gas at 328 ± 3 K oven temperature (injector temperature 373 K,

flame ionization detector (FID) temperature 473 K) for 30 minutes. The carrier

flow was adjusted to 0.16 - 0.2 mL/s. A series of constant volume injections,

usually 0.25 AL, was made until the integrated area of the eluted peak(s) were

constant within ± 5 percent for a series of three injections.

b. Quantitative Product Analysis

In order to perform a quantitative product analysis, the eluents

from the reactor tubes were trapped in the IR gas cell (instead of being directed

to the FID detector) and the contents were analyzed by FTIR. Extinction

coefficients applicable to the gas cell and spectrometer were determined by

injecting known aliquots of reactants or products into an evacuated gas cell.
The values for the extinction coefficients were found to be consistent with

those reported by Tuazon et al. (Reference 6). Because of the low FID response

of hydrazine, quantitative analysis of hydrazine was performed by trapping the
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eluent in a 6-mm glass tube packed with 60 - 80 mesh firebrick coated with 0.1-
molar sulfuric acid. The absorbed hydrazine was eluted into water and the

aqueous solution analyzed by coulometric titration (Reference 33).

c. Analytical Frequencies and Extinction Coefficients

A listing of analytical frequencies and extinction coefficients

used in the quantitative analysis of product mixtures by FTIR is presented in

Table 10.

d. Adsorption Studies

The microreactor system was used to determine several physico-

chemical parameters useful for surface characterization. Both the amount of

adsorbate necessary to saturate the surface and the heats of adsorption were

measured.

TABLE 10. INFRARED ANALYTICAL FREQUENCIES
AND EXTINCTION COEFFICIENTS

Extinctiona
Coefficient

Compound Frequency (base e)

(cm"1) (atm'lcm 1)

MMH 889 7.7
UDMH 896 8.1
SDMH 864 5.0
CH30H 1033 17.6CHH 3017 12.1

1306 b 6.45

CH3N2H 845 (7.7)
NH3  967 19.1

a Peak-to-baseline Teasurement of the

b Q-branch at 2 cm resolution
Estimated to be the same as MMH
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(1) Plateau Method for Strong Adsorgtion. To determine the
amount of adsorbate necessary to saturate the surface of a powder sample, a
series of small injections were made until the flame ionization detector (FID)

response reached a plateau. The final total area was taken as the plateau value

(Ip), and the amount of eluent(s) strongly adsorbed were calculatea using
Equation (30).

M-i I- (30)
FW.wt

where

M - micromoles of samples adsorbed per gram of adsorbent
0 - density (g/mL) of the liquid hydrazine
FW - formula weight (g/mol) of the hydrazine
wt = weight of adsorbent (grams)
Vi M volume of i-th injection (pL)
11 integrated response of peak(s) of the i-th injection
Ip plateau value of the integrated response

Equation (30) is valid only in the absence of a reaction.
In the presence of a reaction, the M value is complicated by variable product
response factors in the FID and by the formation of non-FID responsive products

such as nitrogen, C02, ammonia, or water.

(2) Reversible Adsorption. The retention time for a substance
passing through a packed reactor is a function of the flow rate of the carrier
gas, the interparticle volume, the system dead volume, and the equilibrium
constant for interaction of the vapor with the solid packing. By measuring the
retention of a noninteracting gas, such as methane, the interparticle and system
dead volume can be subtracted. Thus, the net retention volume of a substance,

Vn, is given by

Vn = F (t - to) (31)
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where

S - net retention volume
F ,flow rate of carrier gas

t - retention time of interacting substance
to - retention time of noninteracting substance (usually mnthane)

The usual gas-solid equation

K Vn (32)Ksc l

wt

where

K = gas-solid adsorption constant
c = weight of the solid

gives Ksc, a measure of the gas-solid interaction. The temperature dependence
of Ksc gives the isoteric heat of adsorption.

(3) Heats of Adsorption. The temperature dependence of Ksc
as measured in the gas-solid chromatographic technique was used to determine

AHst, the isosteric heat of adsorption (Reference 30). AHst is, in effect, the
heat adsorbed when one mole of adsorbate is adsorbed by an infinite amount of

solid. The slope, -AHst/R, can be obtained by plotting ln(Vn/T) against I/T,

where T is the absolute temperature. The retention volumes of methane, methanol,
and UDMH as a function of temperature were determined for 316 SS in an air

carrier.

C. RESULTS

1. Reactivity Screening

Reactivity of hydrazines was evidenced by more than one peak in the
GC trace or unusually large hold-up of sample. Reactions were confirmed by
trapping the eluent and determining eluent composition.
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a. Hydrazine

Hydrazine was completely consimed when exposed to 316 and 304
SS, Iron, FexOy, aluminum, A1203 , zinc, chromium, nickel, titaninm, sand,
concrete, and cinder block powders using air as the carrier gas. Experiments
using unpacked reactor tubes showed an 89 percent recovery by IR and - 54
percent recovery by coulometry.

Using nitrogen as the carrier, appreciable amounts of hydrazine
were eluted (Table 11). The recovery improved with each injection, apparently
because the surface was passivated by hydrazine or its decomposition products.

The adsorption of hydrazine on the T-6 PTFE packing was

estimated to be 2.6 mlcromoles/g.

b. MMH

Blank experiments using unpacked reactor tubes showed a 103
percent recovery by IR.

The reaction products of MHH with air, catalyzed by metal and
oxide surfaces, are methane, methyldiazene (MD), methanol, and in some cares,
traces of ammonia. The product distributions are shown in Table 12.

A comparison of the reactivity and products of MMH in air,
nitrogen, and humidified air is shown in Table 13. Both MMH and its reaction
products slowly saturated the surface of the catalyst. Methane was the iirst
product to elute, followed by methyldiazene, MMH, and methanol. After several
injections, the chromatograms became constant in shape and area. fie retention
volumes of the products decreased as the surface was reused, which resulted in
Increased overlap of the components.
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TABLE 11. RECOVERy OF HYDRAZINE IN NITROGEN
CARRIER

Recovered
Surface Injection No. Hydrazine

(0.5 pL) (%)

Iron 1 62
Iron 2 83
Iron 3 84

FexO 1 0.6
FexOy 2 0.5

304-L SS 1 25
304-L SS 2 59
304-L SS 3 45
Unpacked PTFE Reactorb 1 86

Unpackpd PTFE Reactorb 2 109
Lnpacked PTFE Reactorb 3 105

Urpacked PIFF Tjibec 1 104
Unpackeo PTFE Tubec 2 91

T-6 Packiagd 1 84
T.6 Packingd 2 99
T-6 Packingd 3 91

T-6 Packilige 1 58
T-6 Packing2  2 97
T-6 Packinge 7 100

a 328 ± 3 K
b 0.64 ci' (0.25 in.) Kide-bo-'e, thin-wall tubing
c 0.64 cm (0.25 in.) narrov-bore, thick-wall

d tubin?T-6 chromatography packing in narrow-bore

e tubing (1.25 grams)
T-6 chromnatography packing in wide-bore
tubbnS (?.4 grams)

c. Other Hydraziaes

B;nk experiments using unpacked reactor tubes witi UDMH showed

a 93 percent re_..very by IR. The di-, tri-, and tetramethyl substituted
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TABLE 12. MICROREACTOR PRODUCTS: MMH IN AIRa

Products Recovered
Surface CH OH MO CH NH H9H Carbon

316 SS 2.6 21.3 0.9 --- 50.5 75.3
304-L SS 7.8 16.5 0.6 3.4 39.5 67.5
Iron 8.5 16.5 17.0 1.1 9.6 53.0
Fe2•O3  b 18.9 --- 29.0 --- 48.1
Fe203 (UP ) 6.6 --- 70.0 76.6
Fe3 04 (UP) 2.3 --- --- 65.0 67.3
Fe 0 37.2 --- 40.4 --- --- 77.6
AlAYnum 5.7 21.3 --- 2.1 19.1 48.0
Al O3 18.1 14.9 29.0 2.6 10.6 75.2
Zihc 1.1 16.5 --- --- 69.0 86.6
Chromium 2.1 19.7 8.2 --- 60.4 90.4
Nickel 7.4 15.4 14.9 --- 7.4 45.i
Titanium 4.0 24.2 9.6 --- 38.8 76.6
Cu2O 3.2 17.5 18.6 --- 41.0 80.3
CuO (UP) ..--- --- --- 99.0 99.0

a 328 ± 3 K
b UP: Ultrapure

hydrazines are less reactive than hydrazine or MMH. UDMH and TMH showed slight

reactivity only on FexOy. A trace amount of an unidentified oxidation product

containing a methylene group (-CH 2 ) with an IR absorption at 3077 cm"I was

formed. N-methyl or N,N-dimethylformaldehyde hydrazone is a possibility.

Methanol or methane were not detected.

'nMH showed slight reactivity on FexO y and titanium powder, and

formed methanol and traces of an unidentified product, possibly dimethyldiazene.

2. Adsorption Studies

a. Plateau Miethod for Strong Adsorption

This technique was applied to th, methylhydrazines, methylamine

(MA), dimethylamine (DMA), and trimethylamine (TMA). The results are presented

in Tables 14 and 15.
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TABLE 13. COMPARISON OF REACTIONS IN NITROGEN, AIR, AND
HUMIDIFIED AIR

Relative Product Yields
Surface Carrier CH OH MD CH NH MMH

316 SS Air 3.4 28.2 1.1 --- 67.1
Nitrogen 0.5 trace .- ... 99.5

304-L SS Air 11.5 24.3 0.9 --- 58.2
Nitrogen 2.6 trace --- -- 97.4

Iron Air 16.0 31.1 32.1 2.1 18.1
Nitrogen 1.6 ... ... ...- 98.4

Nickel Air 16.4 34.1 33.0 2.2 16.4
Humid Air 42.0 --- 58.0 ......
Nitrogen -- - *-- --- 100.0

FexOy Air 48.0 --- 52.0 ... ...
X Humid Air 41.0 --- 59.0 ......

Nitrogen 5.0 8.0 58.0 --- 29.0

Fe203 Air 39.3 --- 60.7 ......
Nitrogen --- -- 23.4 --- 76.6

Fe304 Air 3.4 --- --- --- 96.5
Nitrogen 1.0 -.--- --- 99.0

Cu2 0 Air 4.0 21.8 23.2 --- 51.0
Nitrogen 1.8 --- .. ... 98.2

a 328 ± 3 K

The plateau method assumes that the adsorbate is strongly
adsorbed (Reference 28). After a packed reactor tube reached the elution
plateau, the continued flow of air for several hours slowly removed the strongly
adsorbed material from the surface. When another series of injection was made,

the FID quickly reached the Ip value. Because the measurements were taken over

a period of 10 to 15 minutes, the errors caused by slow desorp~ion were assumed
to be small. These kinetic desorptive phenomena were not pursued further.
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TABLE 14. STRONG ADSORPTION OF HYDRAZINES ON
METAL AND OXIDE SURFACES IN AIRa

Amount Adsorbed
Surface BET Area (Micromoles/m 2 )

m2 /g UDMH SOINH T14H TTMH

316 SS 0.0745 8 7 J 3
304-L SS 0.1615 5 9 2 3
Iron 0.1096 1 0 0 0
Fe O 0.8746 2 2 2 2
AlAminum 0.4526 2 3 0.5 1
Al 03 0.1945 3 1 0 1
Zinc 0.0715 6 7 0 5
Chromium 0.1376 4 4 2 1
Nickel 0.456 3 3 1 1
Titanium 0.785 1 1 0 0

a 328 ± 2 K

The adsorption phenomena shown by the methylhydrazines and

methylamines (Tables 14 and 15) were also shown by *HH; however, quantitative
measures of MHM adsorption phenomena could not be performed.

b. Adsorption of Fuel Hydrazines on Sand, Concrete, and Cinder

Block

No hydrazine was eluted from samples of New Mexico desert sand,
well-aged concrete, and cinder block. MMH was completely eluted with all three

sample materials.

c. Reversible Adsorption

The gas-solid equilibrium constants for the methylamines on
metal and oxide surfaces are presented in Table 16. The results are reported in
mL/m 2 to allow comparison among the solids with different surface areas.
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TABLE 15. STRONG ADSORPTION OF METHYLAMINIS ON
METAL AND OXIDE SURFACES IN AIR

Amount Adsorbid
(Micromoles/LM

Surface MA DNA TMA

316 SS 2.9 1.8 1.2
304-L SS 6.4 3.2 1.5
Iron 1.9 1.1 0.3
Fe 0 1.8 1.7 1.5
A1lnTnum 2.3 0.9 0.1
Al,03 3.1 5.1 0.6
Zi~c 6.2 3.6 1.4
Chromium 4.3 3.6 1.8
Nickel 5.2 9.0 0.6
Titanium 0.4 0.3 0.09

a 330 ± 2 K

TABLE 16. REVERSIBLE GAS-SqOID EQUILIBRIUM
CONSTANTS IN AIR

Ksc 2

(mL/mn)

Solid MA DMA TRA

316 SS 4.0 1.9 0.80
304-L SS 9.6 3.1 0.62
Iron 0.18 0.12 0.14
Fe 0 2.3 0.14 ---
Albur~num 5.2 3.3 1.9
Al 03 1.5 1.0 0.34
Zinc 1.4 2.8 0.50
Chromium 1.0 0.5 0.39
Nickel 0.72 0.53 ---
Titanium 0.06 0.06 0.056

S330 ± 2 K
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d. Heats of Adsorption

The Ksc values are reported in Table 17. The AHst for methane

is assumed to be zero. The derived heats for methanol and UDIH are -11 kJ/mol

and -22 kJ/mol, respectively. The heats are consistent with a weak, physical

adsorption rather than chemisorptlon as the surface interaction (Reference 30)

D. DISCUSSION

At 330 K in an air carrier, hydrazine and MMH were reactive to all the

surfaces studied, but UDHH, SDMH, and TMH were only reactive to FexOy. The

fully substituted TTMH and the methylamines were completely unreactive on all

substrates.

TABLE 17. RETENTION VOLUMES OF METHANE, METHANOL, AND
UDMH ON 316 SS IN AIRa

Compound Temp. V V b K x IO2
(K) (mE) (ML) tkL/g)

Methane 331.7 5.31 0.000 0
343.2 5.56 0.000 0
358.3 5.62 0.000 0
379.4 5.47 0.000 0
3S12.2 5.24 0.000 0

Methanol 331.7 5.84 0.534 5.04
343.2 6.05 0.490 4.62
392.2 5.57 0.335 3.16

UDIMH 331.7 6.67 1.36 12.8
343.2 6.79 1.23 11.6
358.3 6.62 1.00 9.43
379.4 6.03 0.564 5.32
392.2 5.75 0.506 4.77

a Tubular reactor contained 10.6 grams of 316 SS; typical
flow was approximately 0.08 mL/s of air.

b Calculated using Equation (31)
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1. Hydrazine

In air, hydrazine was completely consumed by contact with all the

surfaces studied. In nitrogen, however, iron and PTFE powders gave 84 and 100'
percent recoveries, while 304-L SS powder showed approximately 50 percent
recovery, and FexOy showed no recovery. The reactivity of FexOy, a strong

oxidizing agent, is expected, but the reactivity of 304-L SS is surprising.

The major reaction was the surface-promoted oxidation of hydrazine.
The reactions of hydrazine with FexOy and Fe2 03 do not require oxygen but

reactions with Fe3 04 and Cu2 0 do. Presumably, the following reactions occur:

surface
N2H4 + 02 lo I N2 + 2H20 (33)

and

N2H4 + 2Fe 2 O3  - N2 + 2H2 0 + 4FeO (34)

The oxidation of hydrazine to nitrogen and water requires a four-

electron change. Because the iron products were not characterized, the reactions

could be written with a variety of reduced iron species.

PTFE, after initial loading, appears unreactive in nitrogen. Thus,

thermal decomposition of hydrazine at 330 K in nitrogen is negligible. In air,

under the same conditions, oxidation is complete.

2. MHH

Similar to hydrazine, NNH is unreactive in nitrogen. As with

hydrazine, both FexOy and Fe203 are reactive toward MNH in the absence of oxygen.

The products of MMH oxidation are methane, methanol, methyldiazene,

and in several cases, traces of ammonia.
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x y surface
CH3 NHNH 2 + T + + z 02 , -xCH 3 N-NH + yCH4 + zCH30H

+ (1-x)N 2 + H2 0 (35)

where x, y, and z are stoichiometric coefficients and x + y + z - 1.

The stoichiometry above does not account for the traces of ammonia

detected in a few reactions. Any proposal for the NMH oxidation reaction

mechanism must take into account that the reaction is surface-promoted or

catalyzed and requires oxygen in most cases, and that methyldiazene is thermally

unstable at these temperatures.

The following sequence of reactions is proposed:

SM + 02(g) KOb•-Am SM:02 a(

SM + MMH (9) KH.•, S I :NMH (37)

, ~k1

SM:O + SM :MNH k SM: (H)(OH) + SM :MD (38)
slow

I I

SM:M - SM + MD( 9 ) (39)

MD (9) k2  _ CH4 (g) + NZ(g) (40)

Sm :MD + SM:O O S4 + SM + CH3OH(g) + CH4 (g) + N2 (g) (41)

where SM represents an active site for reversible binding of hydrazines; and SM

represents a surface site for oxygen binding.
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Methyldiazene is thermally unstable and Its decomposition reactions
are expected to be fast; thus, the overall rate is controlled by k]. The rate
of oxidation of MM1H is then as follows:

rate - kI (SM:OJ [SM :MMH] (42)

Substituting:

rate - k1 KO (SM] [02(g)] KH ISM I [MMH(g)] (43)

The observed rate of disappearance of MNH is as follows:

"d [MMH kobs lJtMH(g)] (44)

dt

or

d (MM1HNO
- - kobs dt (45)

(MMH(g) ]

The integrated form:

"In cI0 - kobs tn (46)
(MMHH(g)] 0

where [MMH(g)]t + [MMH(g)] 0 is the fraction of MMNH remaining after the contact
time (tn) and

kobs - k] KO KH ISM) [SM ' [02(g)] (47)

The contact time (tn) is equal to Ksc.wt/flow rate. The overall
surface reactivity, represented by kobs, can be calculated if Ksc is known.
Because MMH reacts under conditions required to measure Ksc, the Ksc values for
methylamine on the various surfaces have been used as models for MNH adsorption.
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Table 18 summarizes the reactivity data along with the calculated kobs values

and relative reactivities. The reactivity order of surfaces for the oxidation
cf MNH in air is as follows:

Fe > A1203 > Zn > 316 SS > Ti > Cr > Al > 304-L SS > Ni
210 120 41 23 10 7 2 1 =1

The relative reactivitles are similar regardless of whether the
observed rate constants are normalized with respect to surface area, or, as in
Table 18, to the square of the surface area.

Under the conditions of the microreactor experiments, the surfaces of
the metal powders are expected to be fully oxide coated, and the catalytic
ability must be due to the nature of the metal/metal oxide layer. Although
titanium is a common material of construction in hydrazine fuel systems, the
reactivity shown here is due to the ability of the Ti/TiO2 surface film to bind
MMH and oxygen, and then to catalyze the bimolecular oxidative dehydrogenation

reaction.

An interesting comparison can be made with the reactivities shown by
similar surfaces in the environmental chamber studies (SECTION II). For MMH the
reactivities were:

304-L SS = AlOx > Zn > Al (SECTION II data)

Fe > A1203 > Zn > 316 SS > Ti > Cr > Al > 304-L SS > Ni (SECTION III data)

The orders of reactivity for the two very different types of
experiments are similar, suggesting that ordinary smooth aluminum surfaces,
although covered by an oxide layer, are unreactive, while high surface-area
aluminum oxides are inherently more reactive. Chemically pure zinc and zinc-
coated steel show slightly increased reactivity over aluminum. This observation
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TABLE 18. SURFACE REACTIVITIES FOR MMH OXIDATION IN AIRa

Fractionb Relative
Surface Remaining tn kobs-x 102 k x 102d Reactivitye

(s) (s I) (s IM4 )

316 SS 0.670 5.89 6.80 113 23
304-L SS 0.613 32.0 1.53 4.93 <1.0>
Iron 0.186 0.575 293 1050 210
Aluminum 0.414 19.4 4.55 11.2 2.3
Al 03 0.146 3.05 63.1 591 120
Zinc 0.797 2.00 11.4 200 41
Chromium 0.668 3.48 11.6 35.4 7.1
Nickel 0.164 9.64 18.7 4.3 0.9
Titanium 0.506 0.593 115 47.0 9.6

a 328 1 3 K
b Normalized data from Table 12 for 1 FL
c Flow rate is 0.167 mL/s, K from Table 15
d Normalized per square of saface area
e Relative k' values

is notable because of the importance of galvanized steel as a material of
construction in hangars and other enclosures. The placement of 304-L SS is
contradictory in the two sets of experiments, but the microreactor study results
are self-consistent in that the activity of both 304-L SS (with its chromium-
rich surface) and chromium are similar.

Equations (40) and (41) of the proposed mechanism suggest that the
formation of methanol is solely related to surface reactivity, while the
decomposition of methyldiazene to methane also occurs in the gas phase. The
fraction of methanol formed (normalized for surface contact by accounting for
Ksc) should be a measure of surface reactivity for methanol formation. Results

of calculations based on product distributions are gathered in Table 19.

Other surfaces, such as Fe2 03 and Fe3 04, for which Ksc values are not
available, also show high selectivity for methanol.
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TAE;-' '9. METHANOL PRODUCT SELECTIVITY

Surface Methanol Methanol b Relative
Fractiona Selectivity Selectivityb

316 SS 0.105 0.026 <1.0>
304-L SS 0.313 0.033 1.3
Iron 0.204 1.12 43
Fe 0 0.479 1.80 10
Aln(num 0.211 0.092 3.5
Al 03 0.294 0.056 2.2
Ztfc 0.063 0.042 1.6
Chromium 0.097 0.050 1.9
Nickel 0.197 0.197 7.6
Titanium 0.106 0.147 5.6

a Yield of methanol divided by yield of total

b methyl products, Table 12.
Methanol fraction divided by Ksc for methyl
amine, Table 15.

Based upon the microreactor product and kinetic studies, the mechanism
shown in Scheme 3 is proposed for the surface-catalyzed air oxidation of MMH.

Although the scheme is representational, it provides a pictorial view of the
overall reaction that accounts for the reactivity and selectivity observations,

and allows for some predictions in this area.

In Scheme 3, the first step is the adsorption of oxygen at an active

site. The surface oxide formed can be represented by a number of possible

structures (3a, 3c) including a dihydroxy structure (3d), which is a hydrated
form of (3c). Because the oxide site is uncharacterized, we have chosen to

represent the active site as (3c) for simplicity and clarity. It should be

emphasized that stoichiometrically and kinetically the three representations are
equivalent. At ambient temperature, some of the dihydroxy form (3d) may
dissociate to hydrogen peroxide and a metal-atom site, but at elevated tempera-

tures no evidence of hydrogen peroxide is noted.

Rapid and reversible adsorption of MMH to form the hydrogen bonded

structure (3f) is followed by a rate-limiting oxidative dehydrogenation through
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Scheme 3
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Scheme 3 (concluded)
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transition state (3g) to methyldiazene (31). The hydroxy-hydrido surface
structure (3h) is a convenient formalism that shows the dehydrogenation
(oxidation) of MMH and the hydrogenation (reduction) of the surface. The
requirement for hydrogens on both nitrogens of the hydrazine may be the primary
reason for the lack of reactivity of UDMH and the more-substituted hydrazines.

Reductive elimination of water from (3h) regenerates the active site.
The methyldiazene may desorb and thermally decompose in the gas phase or undergo
a similar sequence through (3j) to a methoxy-hydrido surface structure (3k).
Partitioning of (3k) to methane and methanol via competitive reductive elimina-
tions should be controlled by the relative stabilities of the surface oxide and
surface atom. The observed methanol/methane selectivity ratios shown in Table
19 are in good agreement with this hypothesis. The metal oxide stabilities
decrease in the order Ti, Zn, and Ni for the MO and MO2 oxides, and Al, Cr, and
Fe for the M2 03 series.

E. CONCLUSIONS

Microreactor studies have proven to be a convenient and valuable tool in
the adsorption and surface-promoted reactions of the hydrazines. These studies
have provided quantitative rate and product data for the surface-promoted air
oxidation reactions and have allowed the development of hypotheses concerning
the hydrazine/surface interaction. These studies have also estimated the effects
of structure on reactivity and provided insight into the nature of the surface
intermediates involved in this chemistry.

Factors that control the rates and selectivity of the various surfaces in
the microreactor are understandable in terms a proposed mechanism for the
surface-promoted oxidation that is equivalent to that suggested earlier based on
environmental chamber studies.

UDMH, SDMH, and the more substituted hydrazines proved unreactive on all
surfaces in air at 330 K. Because of its importance as a propellant, further
work with UDMH is recommended.
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SECTION IV

FLOW REACTOR STUDIES: LAMINAR FLOW REACTOR

A. INTRODUCTION

Development of a basic understanding of the chemical processes in the

earth's atmosphere depends on the gathering of accurate rate and mechanistic

data for the gas-phase reactions of both natural and man-made constituents

(References 14 and 34). A wide variety of experimental techniques for the study
of gas-phase reactions have been described and applied to atmospheric problems

(References 14 and 3E). Flow reactors (References 36 and 37), flash photolysis
and pulse radiolysis instruments, (References 38 and 39) and environmental

chambers (SECTION 11, and Reference 14) have all been used to further our
understanding of atmospheric chemistry. The increased recognition of possible

inaccuracies due to unassessed interferences from heterogeneous reaction

components in earlier gas-phase studies has prompted the development of

techniques to minimize wall effects.

Flow reactors used for gas-phase kinetics studies generally operate under

laminar flow conditions at pressures on the order of 100 Pa (References 40).
Because the rate constants of many reactions depend on total pressure (Refer-
ences 14, 36 and 37), rate data taken at low pressures may be misleading if used

to estimate the rates of processes at or near atmospheric pressure. Addition-

ally, while the reactants are well-mixed by molecular diffusion at low pres-

sures, diffusion to (and reaction on) the walls of the reactor under these

conditions is often a significant and not easily corrected source of experimen-

tal error (References 41 - 43).

This report details the development and use of a new type of flow reactor

designed to circumvent some of the limitations of the low-pressure flow systems.

The Laminar Flow Reactor (LFR) is designed to study bimolecular gas-phase

reactions at atmospheric pressure in order to provide experimental conditions

representative of the troposphere. The flow, reactant introduction, and

reaction monitoring systems have been designed to reduce or eliminate wall

reactions.
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1. Overview of the Laminar Flow Reactor Concept

Drawings of the Laminar Flow Reactor are shown in Figures 18 and 19.
A diffuser is located behind flow-straightening screens to eliminate turbulence
and provide a flat, uniform, laminar flow of an inert carrier-gas containing the
first reactant, which is referred to as the uniform field reactant. This
reactant is usually supplied in stoichiometric excess.

A second reactant is mixed with a separate inert carrier gas stream
and is introduced to the laminar flow by an array of small-diameter porous
tubes. These tubes are perpendicular to the laminar flow, and the reactant/
carrier gas mixture is forced out of the tubes by a small positive pressure.
The second reactant is introduced into the central portion of the reactor cell
and does not contact the walls.

The reactants are mixed by the confluence of the carrier streams and
microscale turbulence caused by the introduction array. Because molecular
diffusion is one of the slowest mass transfer processes at ambient pressures,
the second reactant remains localized in the central portion of the uniform flow
field and is confined away from the apparatus walls. This diffusional confine-
ment allows for the observation of the reactants, intermediates, and products
downstream of the delivery array before wall contact occurs, by means of a
folded-path White Cell and FTIR system.

In the experiments described below, excess ozone was used as the
uniform field reactant, and a vaporized liquid hydrazine or alkene was used as
the second reactant. The method, however, is generally applicable to any two
vapor-phase reactants.

2. General Flow Reactor Theory

The flow/diffusion/reaction process for dilute reactants in an inert
carrier-gas (References 44 - 47) can be described by the following:
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act + v-Va - DabV2Ca -[kiCi] Ca (48)

where

Ca - concentration of a species, a, as a function of the spatial
coordinates and time

v - velocity of the flowing gas stream in the reactor reference frame
V - grad operator
Dab a diffusion coefficient for the species a in the carrier gas

V Laplacian operator
ki - rate constant for the reaction between a and i
Ci = concentration of a species i that reacts with species a

The physical significance of each term in Equation (48) is as

follows. aCa/at is the rate of change of Ca at some fixed point in the reactor

(at steady state aCa/at - 0). The change in Ca with position resulting from

carrier-gas flow (forced convection) is given by v.VCa. DabV2Ca is the change

in Ca with position resulting from molecular diffusion. Finally, [(kiCi]Ca is

the change of Ca with position resulting from chemical reaction. The solution

function Ca(xytz,t) for a particular reactor configuration allows rate

constants to be obtained from experimental data.

In the following general solution to Equation (48) under steady state

conditions, Cartesian coordinates are used and pseudo-first-order reaction

conditions are assumed. Laminar flow is assumed with a constant flow-velocity

(i.e., the velocity vector is constant across most of the reactor cross-

section). Laminar flow with a constant velocity vector can be achieved if: (1)

the entry length (the distance required to fully develop the laminar-flow

velocity profile) is much greater than the total length of the reactor, and (2)

the Reynolds number is below that for turbulent transition in a rectangular

conduit. An important simplifying assumption is that diffusion along the z-axis

is negligible compared to convective transport. With these assumptions,

Equation (48) becomes Equation (49):
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V - ab - - [1kic ]Ca (49)
abz \X-2  By / c

Solution of Equation (49) is facilitated by substituting the trial

function Ca - Ca .exp(- IkiCt/v) (where Ca - Ca uncorrected for reaction,

References 44 and 48), which yields Equation (50), a pure flow/diffusion

problem. Formally, Equation (50) is identical to a large class of transientl

diffusion problems for which solutions exist when Ca (x,y,z) is an analytic

function at some value of z - zo and when one or more other constraining

(boundary) conditions are given (References 48 and 49).

'a ( 2 C a L2 Ca
az Dab -,•x O ) (50)

Fortunately Ca does not need to be determined explicitly. Equation

(50) can be solved by separating variables (Reference 42) to produce a solution
of the form Ca (x,y,z) - X(x)Y(y)Z(z). The complete solution is of the form

Ca(x,y,z) - X(x)Y(y)Z(z).exp(-IkiCi/v)z (51)
i

If Ci is varied systematically, plots of ln(Ca(x,y,z,Ci)/Ca(x,y,z,Ci=O)) against

Ci return ki/v as the slope. The Ca terms cancel identically.

If a spectrometer cell is used to measure Cal the situation is more

complex. In this case, the measured quantity is the average value of Ca in the

spectrometer cell, Caavg, and is given by

Caavg . V- J Ca(x, y, z)dVc (52)

where

Vc - cell volume
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In Equation (52), the X(x) and Y(y) components of Ca cancel identi-

cally, but a more explicit expression for Z(z) is required. In general, Z(z) is

of the form Z(z) - B exp(-p 2 z) (Reference 48) where p2 and B are constarts to be

determined by application of the boundary and initial conditions. The expres-

sion for Caavg can now be integrated for the case of a slrgle reactant, Ci, to

give:

Caavg (Ci) A(Ci) (53)

Caavg (Ci - 0) A(Ci * 0)

p 2 [kiiZ) - kCiz2j
2 (54)

p2 + keCi Z p 1  e- 2 Z2

Rate constants can be obtained by plotting (Caavg(Cj)/Caavg(Cj=O)) =
(A(Ci)/A(Ci-0)) where A is the absorbance signal. The separation constant B

cancels identically, and both the rate constants, ki, and the remaining separa-

tion constant, p, can be determined by graphic or nonlinear modeling methods.

In the special case that the diffusionally confined reaction zone is

smaller than the size of the spectrometer cell, diffusional or eddy transport of

the minor reactant, species a, along the x and y coordinates cannot be detected

by measuring Caavg up to the limits of the spectrometer cell. For reaction

zones larger than the spectrometer cell and smaller than the internal wall

dimensions, Caavg will gradually decrease due to diffusive spreadifug. If the

reaction zone is equal to the internal dimensions of the reactor, Caavg will

remain constant in the absence of reaction.

If all the kinetic processes are first-order, and the LFR is operated

in the regime of a diffusionally confined reaction zone larger than spectrometer

cell but smaller than the wall dimensions, then the change of Caavg along the z-

coordinate can be related to the sum of the reaction rates and diffusional

spreading rates. The latter can be determined independently by omitting the

reactant, C1, ond determining Caavg(z). The transformation of Caavg(z) to
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Caavg(t) for either process is easily accomplished because the linear velocity,

v, is known.

B. EXPERIMENTAL

1. Materials

Hydrazine and MMH were propellant grades (Olin) analyzed according to

MIL-P-26536-D and MIL-P-27404B respectively. Ozone was produced by a Welsbach

Laboratory Ozonator model T-816. 2,3-Dimethyl-2-butene (IME, 99 percent) was

purchased from Wiley Organics Co. and used as received.

2. Instrumentation

Changes in reactant concentrations within the reaction cell were
monitored by absorbance changes with an FTIR spectrometer in conjunction with a

White Cell optical system.

a. FTIR Spectrometer

A Mattson Sirius 100 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a remote
HgCdTe detector operated at 77 K was used. The HgCdTe detector was mounted on

an adjustable aluminum base plate external to the FTIR, but within a purgeable

air space. Data collection and processing were performed using a Pixel 80

supermicrocomputer using the UNIX operating system and Mattson-supplied
programs. Kinetic data were collected over the mid-infrared region (4000 to 700

cm 1) at 4 cm" 1 resolution. Product spectra were collected at 1 cm- 1 resolu-

tion.

b. Multiple-path Optics

A White cell optical system (Infrared Analysis, Inc.) of 10.64-

meter pathlength was used. The overall pathlength of the optical system was

determined to be a multiple of the base length (38.5 cm) by counting the number

of dots on the nesting mirror made by a coincidental helium-neon (HeNe) laser
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beam (Reference 8). The laser beam could be made coincident by interposing a
removable mirror into the spectrometer's internal optics. The IR beam could be
visualized by means of a photoluminescent screen (Quantex Mod.Q-42-R) and had a
diameter of 2 cm at the entrance of the White Cell.

c. Analytical Frequencies and Extinction Coefficients

Single absorption peaks and extinction coefficients measured at
4 cm" 1 resolution were used for concentration determinations. The extinction
coefficients and frequencies used were: hydrazine C(e) - 5.87 atm' 1 cm" 1 at 958
cm1; MMH f(e) - 4.69 atmlcm"] at 888 cm' 1 ; and ozone f(e) - 7.31 atm' 1cm" 1 at
1058 cmni. The extinction coeff;cients at 4 cm" 1 resolution were 13 - 40
percent lower than those at 1 cm" 1 as reported in SECTION II. The extinction
coefficients of ozone at both 1 cm"1 and 4 cm"] resolutions were determined
experimentally by establishing a series of ozone concentrations in the carrier
flow through the LFR and measuring the IR and UV absorbances. A sample of the

carrier/ozone stream was vacuum aspirated through a Knauer UV photometer with a
1-cm capillary flow-through cell operated at 254-nm. The UV extinction
coefficient was taken to be 308 atmn'cm"1 (Reference 50). The extinction
coefficient of the 1058 cm-1 band of ozone at 1 cm- 1 resolution was found to be
10.0 atm- 1cm" 1 . McAfee, Stephens, Fitz and Pitts report 9.7 atmlcm-1 (Refer-

ence 51).

The conversion of absorbance values by Beer'. Law results in
gas pressures in the units of atmospheres. For convenience, concentration uwilts

are reported in ppm units where ppm refers to the partial pressure in atm.]O"6.
Changes to concentrations in molecules.cm" 3 were made using the Ideal Gas Law.

d. Gas Chromatograph

A Hewlett-Packard Model 7620A GC equipped with a flame ioniza-
tion detector was used in the diffusion coefficient studies. The injection
ports of the GC were lined with PTFE sleeves to minimize metal/hydrazine

interactions. An open, 13.8-meter PTFE tube was mounted in the gas chromato-
graph in place of a chromatographic column. The internal diameter of the tube
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(0.242 cm) was determined from the weight of water contained in the tube and the

length of the tube. Breathing air (analyzed according to Federal Specification

BBA1O3A Amendment 1 Grade C) was used as the carrier gas.

3. Apparatus

a. Laminar Flow Reactor

The Laminar Flow Reactor was composed of a mass-flow-control-

ling system, flow straightener, reaction cell, and reactant delivery systems as
shown in Figures 18 and 19. The mass-flow-controlling system was supplied by

",rz Instruments, Inc., and consisted of a 505 Sries flow meter, a 710 Series

controller, and a 730 Series valve. This system allowed for flow control of the
matrix gas (nitrogen or air) up to 308 L/min. Kurz also supplied the flow

diffuser and straightener. A perforated screen was inserted near the end of the

flow diffuser, followed by a 10-cm expansion section that eliminated any

remaining turbulence and established a laminar flow in the reaction cell. The
reaction cell was a rectangular duct constructed of 6 mm poly(methyl methacry-

late) sheets. Potassium chloride windows (60 x 40 mm) were embedded in one wall

of the reaction cell to allow for entrance and exit of an IR beam. A 2-meter
flexible exhaust duct, constructed of polyethylene film, was attached to the end

of the reactor cell and lead to an exhaust hood to allow for the safe removal of
effluents. The entire system was placed on a moveable table (relative to a

stationary IR beam from the FTIR spectrometer). The temperature of the air/

nitrogen stream was measured with a right angle thermocouple (Nanmac Corpora-
tion) placed at the end of the reaction cell. Hydrazines and other reactants

were introduced into the reaction cell by passing nitrogen (1 - 4 nIL/s) through

a vapovizer, which consisted of a fritted-glass gas dispersion bubbler contain-
ing I mL of liquid reactant (Figure 20). The vaporized reactant in the carrier

nitrogen flow was split into two streams leading to opposite ends of the
introduction array, which consisted of two parallel 30-cm lengths of microporous

PTFE tubing (Gore-Tex TAO0!, 1-mm inside diameter, 1.6-mm outside diameter, 2-

micron pores) centered in the junction of the flow straightener and the reaction

cell. The two st.-ands of microporous tubing were separated by 6 mm. After

passing through the microporous tubes, the two streams were rejoined and vented
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Figure 20. Vaporizer (Fritted-Glass Gas Dispersion Bubbler)

to a hood. The concentration of the vaporized liquid reactant could be
controlled by varying the flow of nitrogen through the vaporizer with an Omega

FMA 115 mass flow controller and, if necessary, immersing the vaporizer in a

warm water bath.

Ozone was produced by passing oxygen through an ozone gene, ator

at a flow of 4 L/min. The ozone generator produced a 1.5 percent-by-weight

mixture of ozone in oxygen as calculated from operational specifications listed

in the Welsb&ch Ozone Systems manual. Ozone was introduced into the main

carrier stream py;or to entering the diffuser, and its concentration was

controlled by a Fox venturi/Republic metering valve. The input connection size

for the venturi was 0.64 cm, which constricted to an inner diameter of 0.32 cm.

The outlet connection was 1.27 cm. At the clcsed position of the metering

valve, all the ozone flow was bypassed to a hood and no ozone entered the

reaction cell. As the metering valve was opened, the venturi effect caused

ozone to enter the main carrier stream. Micrometer settings on the metering

valve allowed ozone concentrations to be conveniently repeated or varied.
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All materials in contact with ozone or reactant vapors were

stainless steel, PTFE, or FEP.

b. Gas Purification System

Air and nitrogen used in the Laminar Flow Reactor was purified
by a Balston Model 75-20 air filter. The air filter removed all particulate
materials and dried the air to a dew point of 233 K (127 ppm water, v/v).
Nitrogen gas was liquid nitrogen boil-off and had less than 25 ppm water and

less than 5 ppm oxygen. The temperature of the air or nitrogen stream was
controlled by passing the gas through a copper coil submerged in a temperature

controlled water/antifreeze bath.

4. Procedures

a. General Procedure for laminar Flow Kinetics

In a typical experiment, the nitrogen or air laminar fl 1w stream
(140 - 308 L/min) was established and the temperature of the reaction cell was
allowed to equilibrate. Ozone generatioa was allnwed to stabilize with the

entire ozone flow bypassing the reactor. Single beam reference spectra were

collected and stored for use in computing absorbance spectra for concentration
measurements. A sample of liquid reactant was syringed into the vaporizer, and

a flow of nitrogen through the vaporizer was established. The concentration of

vaporized reactant in the reactor cell was allowed to stabilize (generally 2 -

5 minutes), and prereaction (background) spectra were collected. The metering

valve was opened to allow ozone to enter the reaction cell and reaction spectra

were collected.

b. Test Methods

Two procedures were used to monitor the disappearance of

reactants and the appearance of products in the reaction cell.
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(1) Variable-P4osition Fixed-Ozone Kinetic Method. The first
(and most common) procedure was to determine the average concentration (Caavg)

of the reactant at different positions along the z-axis of the reaction cell at

a constant excess ozone concentration. Using peak height, 8 - 10 reaction

spectra were analyzed per experiment. The reaction time at which each spectrum
was obtained was calculated from the flow rate of the air/nitrogen stream and

the distance from the introduction array. The array position was taken as z -

0, t - 0. Mass flow rates from the Kurz 505 flow meter were corrected to the

carrier gas temperature and ambient pressure (84 kPa). The concentration/time

data were calculated from the FTIR absorbance spectra/extinction coefficients

of the reactants and ozone, and the linear flow rate/z-positioii.

(2) Fixed-Position Variable-Ozone Kinetic Method. The second

(or alternate) procedure involved determining the Caavg at a fixed z-position (z

- 20 cm) downstream from the introduction array and varying the ozone concentra-

tion from 0 to 300 ppm (v/v) by means of the vernier metering valve. The

concentration/concentration data were analyzed graphically based on the use of

Equation (53).

c. Diffusion Coefficients

The chromatographic peak broadening :.echnique of Grushka and

Maynard was used to determine diffusion coefficients (References 52 and 53).

The procedure requires an open-ended tube of diameter, d, and lennth, L, where

L >> d. The diffusion coefficient of the solute is measured in the predeter-

mined carrier gas by injecting a narrow plug into an open tube. The plug of

solute broadens while transversing the tube, and the amount of broadening is

measured using a suitable detector. The height of a theoretical plate, H, can

be measured directly from the peak width at half height using Equation (55):

L 2

H LW 22(55)
5.54 tr
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where

L - column length
Wh - peak width at half height
tr - retention time (using units of length)

The diffusion coefficient, D can be determined by using

012 L H t H2 (56)
4 tr

where

d - tube diameter

Submicroliter quantities of hydrazines or other standards were

injected into the GC using a syringe (injector temp 423 K, flow 0.13 - 0.1'

mL/s); the peak characteristics were determined for a minimum of three repli-

cates. Injection volumes were such that peak broadening was independ2nt of

sample size.

C. RESULTS

1. Flow and Diffusion Characteristics of the Laminar Flow Reactor

The Laminar Flow Reactor was designed to provide a uniform, constant,
laminar flow of carrier-gas (i.e., a flow field described by a single velocity

vector, v) by applying well-known principles of fluid dynamics (References 54 -

57). Turbulence in the reaction cell is prevented by the use of an expansion

section downstream of the flow straightening screen. The development of a

parabolic velocity profile is prevented by operating at Reynolds numbers such

that the entry length is much greater than the physical length of the reaction

cell (Reference 58).
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a. Flow Performance Data for the Laminar Flow Reactor

The velocity field in the flow reactor was measured at Reynolds
numbers of 1380 and 2100 with a hot wire anemometer. The average value and
var'ance for 48 different sampling positions uniformly distributed within the

kinetic flow section were obtained. The flowing gas was nitrogen at 84 kPa.

The average velocity at a Reynolds number of 1380 was 13 cm/s with a variance of

± 0; the average velocity at a Reynolds number of 2100 was 20 cm/s with a

variance of t 1. V'o evidence of turbulence was obtained, and the variance in
the velocity at the higher Reynolds number was small enough to permit accurate

chemical kinetic measurements. Velocity variances on the order of 10 percent
have no adverse effects on the measurement of diffusion constants to 2 percent

accuracy (References 55 and 56). Under the conditions of kinetics measurements,

the LFR was operated with linear velocities of 6.2 to 13.7 cm/s, corresponding

to Reynolds numbers of 650 - 1425.

b. Characterization of the Microporous Tubing

The flow loss characteristics of the PTFE microporous tubing

used to introduce the second reactant into the laminar flow field were studied

by determining the net flow loss as a function of input flow and tubing length.

Both nitrogen and methane were studied as the flowing gases, Table 20.

The flow loss can be described by the following empirical

relationship:

F/Fo - exp(-Gl/P) (57)

where

F - outlet flow rate in mL/s
F - inlet flow rate in mr/s
G . loss constant in cm kPa
1 - length in cm
P - pressure in kPa
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TABLE 20. MICROPOROUS TUBING FLOW LOSS RATESa

Flow (mL/s) Inlet Pressure Length G

Inlet Outlet (kPa) (cm) (cm'lkPa)

0.442 0.073 150 36.5 7.4
2.50 0.382 150 36.5 7.7

b0.866 0.30 223 36.5 6.6
0.328 0.066 150 36.5 6.6
0.833 0.32 250 30.0 8.0
1.25 0.68 250 20.0 7.6
0.833 ._60 250 10.0 8.

Average - 7.4

a Nitrogen, 294 K
b Methane, 294 K

c. Diffusional Characterization with Methane

Initial characterization of the combined flow, introduction

array, and optical system in the absence of reaction was performed with methane

as a model IR-active inert gas. Methane was introduced from a double-strand

array at an inlet flow of 0.5 mL/s. The absorbance of the 3017 cm" 1 peak of

methane was monitored as a function of position along the z-axis (converted to

time) and linear velocity of the carrier gas. The results are depicted in
Figure 21 and clearly illustrate the three regimes of overlap of the dif-

fusionally confined zone and spectrometer cell. At the highest carrier flows

and linear velocity, the confined zone is expanding along both the x- and y-

axes, and the absorbance reaches a maximum when the height of the confined zone

matches that of the spectrometer cell (4 cm). Expansion in the y-direction is

presumably of the same order of magnitude, and at the maximum absorbance z-

position the total y-length is still less than the base-path length of the

spectrometer cell. Continued expansion results in smooth decay of the absor-

bance as the confined zone expands and overlap with the spectrometer cell

decreases. Finally, at the longest times (lowest carrier flows), the confined

zone has expanded to the inside dimensions of the reactor and no further change

In absorbance takes place.
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At higher introduction rates of methane (> 1 mL/s), the initial

expansion is not apparent, and the absorbance/time relationship is a linear

exponential decay until reaching the size of the reaction cell.

The operational window that guarantees minimal wall contact in the

LFR appeared to involve array introduction rates greater than I mL/s and reaction
times less than 5 - 7.5 s.

d. Diffusional Characterization with the Hydrazines

The reactant concentration/time relationships for experiments

conducted in the absence of ozone are termed background or diffusion-only rates.

These rates are characterized by the apparent first-order rate constant (kbkg)
and are related to the expansion of the diffusionally confined zone of reactant
into the laminar flow. Background rates were measured for each kinetic

experiment.

(1) Hyiraizine. Operating the LFR within the general limita-
tions defined by the methane diffusion experiments (introduction rates of
hydrazine/carrier gas flows greater than I mL/s, laminar flow velocities such
that total residence time in the LFR remained under 7.5 s, and Reynolds numbers
less than 1500), FTIR spectra were recorded at 8 - 10 z-positions downstream of

the introduction array and converted to concentrations. The average concentra-
tion of hydrazine vapor in the spectrometer cell (Caavg) was found to decrease

exponentially with increasing z-coordinate. Because there is no reaction in the
nitrogen flow, the decrease in concentration must be related to diffusional

expansion. The concentration/time relationship was treated as a first-order
decay, and the decay constant (kbkg, Table 21) was obtained from the slope of
log(concentration)/time plot.

The observed value of kbkg was slightly larger in a laminar
flow of air as compared to nitrogen (nitrogen was used as the vaporizer carrier
in both cases). During experiments with a laminar flow of air, which contained

the ambient concentration of carbon dioxide (300 ppm v/v) and a trace of water
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TABLE 21. BACKGROUND HYDRAZINE LOSS RATE
CONSTANTS IN NITROGEN

File Temp kbkg X 102

(#) (K) (s)1

H120A 289 2.6
H120B 289 5.5

Average - 4.05 ± 1.45

H118 299 4.8
H118A 300 4.7

Average - 4.75 ± 0.05

H124A 307 10.0
H124B 306 8.7

Average - 9.35 ± 0.65

H123 312 21.0
H123A 312 17.0

Average - 19.0 ± 2.0

aH214 299 9.9
aH214A 299 id

Average - 8.3 t 1.6

a Measured in air

vapor (125 ppm v/v), a clear, viscous liquid was deposited on the microporous

tubing and eventually blocked the flow of hydrazine. When a sample of the
viscous liquid was dissolved in dilute hydrochloric acid, a colorless gas was

released as evidenced by effervescence of the solution. Ion chromatography of

the aqueous acid solution showed only the presence of hydrazine. It was

postulated that the material was an adduct of hydrazine and carbon dioxide such

as carbazic acid, H2 NNHCO2 H, and that the larger kbkg for hydrazine in air was

due to both diffusion and the reaction of hydrazine with carbon dioxide. Because

of this interference, it was necessary to rebuild the introduction array after

every few experiments in air. No build-up of viscous liquid was noted when

nitrogen was used as the laminar flow gas.
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(2) Mdt. MMH was found to behave similarly to hydrazine.
The values of kbkg at several temperatures are shown in Table 22. The value of
diffusion-only rate for MMH was about 40 percent of the value for hydrazine at

300 K. MMH was not studied in an air laminar flow.

e. Diffusion Coefficients of Hydrazines in Air

Theoretical models of the reaction kinetics for the decomposi-
tion of hydrazines in a laminar flow reactor or environmental models are
enhanced by a knowledge of the diffusion coefficients for the reactants and
products. Using the open-tube gas chromatographic :ethod outlined by Grushka
and Maynard (References 52 and 53), the gas-phase diffusion coefficients (0
of the methylhydrazines, ethanol (EtOH). and methane (CH4 ) were measured at a
series of temperatures. The diffusion coe-ficients over the range of 336-390 K

TABLE 22. BACKGROUND MMH LOSS RATE
CONSTANTS IN NITROGEN

File Tmo , Kb 102

(N) (It) (s I

M16A 3.5
M16B ý85 3,7

Average - 3.6 ± 0.1

M19 217 3.5
MI9A 286 5.6

Average - 4.55 ± 1.05
MIIOA 292 3.7
MllOB 29? 2.

Average = 3.3 ± 0.4

M14A 299 11,O
M15A 299 1.1.2

Average. - 12.0 ± 1.0

Mi17 313 14.0
MI17A 313 1L.

Average - 12.5 ± 1.5
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are presenteo in Table 23. The literature values for ethanol are available at
several temperatures and compare well with the measured values (Reference 59).

The temperature dependence of diffusion constants can be

expressed by Equation (58):

Dab = DO exp(-E/RT) (58)

where E is an apparent diffusional activation barrier and Do is a pre-exponen-
tial term. Linear least squares analyses of the temperature dependence of the

diffusion coefficients in Table 23 give the results shown in Table 24.

2. Kinetic Behavior of the Ozonization Reaction

The complex concentration/time relationships shown in the reaction of

ozone with the hydrzzihes were analyzed by two procedures: (1) the method of
initial rates, used for the hydrazine/ozone reaction, and (2) an approximate

TABLE 23. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS IN AIRa

Temperature
Compound 336 K 354 K 373 K 390 K

MMH 0.2158 0.2664 0.3010
UDMH 0.1147 0.1274 (353 K) 0.1442 0.1650
SDMH 0.1828 0.1897 0.2133
TNH 0.1087 (353 K) 0.1382 0.1616
TTMHb 0.0985 (352 K) 0.1183 0.1294
MDMHb 0.1698 (352 K) 0.1889 0.2188
EtOHc 0.1515 (342 K) 0.1816 (352 K) 0.1930 0.2242
CH4  0.2146 0.2496 0.2611

a Measured in cm2/s
b Methylenedimethylhydrazine
c D - 0.136 (300.5 K); D - 0.148 (314 K). Reference 59reports 0.135 (298 K) and 0.154 (340 K).
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TABLE 24. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS

Compound Ea D a Dab (298 K)
(J/m01) (Cm /s) (cm2 /s)

MMH 9387 6.303 0.143
UDMH 7239 1.515 0.082
SDMH 481 0.924 0.132
TMH 12313 7.239 0.050
TTMH 8274 1.6767 0.059
MDMHb 7491 2.172 0.106
EtOH 5105 1.023 c 0 1. 3 0
CH4  5546 1.589 0.169

a Diffusional barrier and pre-exponential
terms for use in Equation (58)

b Methylenedimethyihydrazine
C (Reference 59) reports 0.135 at 298 K

a. Hydrazine

solution to the MMH/ozone kinetic system based on the theory of delayed-

branching chain kinetics. The two analyses were not mutually exclusive and

represent different facets of the same reaction sequence.

When ozone was added to the laminar flow field through the

venturi/metering valve, the hydrazine concentration dropped appreciably as the

hydrazine/ozone mixture traversed the reaction cell. The log(concentration)/

time profile is linear over most of the range, but does show some acceleration
(downward curvature) at long reaction times (Figure 22). Extrapolation of the

reaction curve to t - 0 gives an intercept for the initial concentration of
hydrazine that is slightly lower than expected based on the diffusion-only line

extrapolated to t - 0. This observation is discussed later.

The initial portion of the reaction appears to be a first-order
decay, as shown by the linearity of the log plot during the first half of the

reaction (Figure 22). If the major factors responsible for the loss of
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hydrazine during the initial part of the reaction are diffusional expansion and

the reaction with ozone, the initial rate is:

- d[HZJdt = (kbkg + ki[Oz]n) [HZ] (59)

where

[HZ] - concentration of hydrazine
[Oz] - concentration of ozone
ki - rate constant for ozonization reaction
n - order in ozone

If the concentration of ozone is approximately constant, then

the observed initial rate is first-order and:

kobs = kbkg + ki[Oz]n (60)

Because kbkg is determined independently and the ozone con-

centration is measured, ki can be determined. The results shown in Table 25 are

consistent with the reaction being first-order in ozone, n - 1. Further support

for the first-order dependence on ozone is derived from the alternate kinetic

procedure described below.

The stoichiometry was determined by comparing the change in

hydrazine ccncentration to the change in ozone concentration during two

different intervals of the reaction. The ozone/hydrazine stoichiometric ratio

was found to be 1:1 during the nonaccelerating stages of the react n; during

the accelerating stage, however, the consumption of hydrazine increased to two

to three times that of ozone.

The reaction rate was studied over the range of ozone con-

centrations of 55 to 100 ppm. With initial hydrazine concentrations of

approximately 40 ppm, the resulting initial ozone/hydrazine ratio varied from

1.4 to 2.5.
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TABLE 25. HYDRAZINE LOSS RATE CONSTANTS
WITH OZONE IN NITROGEN

File Temp k. x 1017

(#) (K) (cm 3moleculeIs" 1)

H120A 289 3.33
H120B 289 1.U.2

Average - 3.31 ± 1.02

H125 296 7.37
H125A 296 6.97

Average = 7.17 t 0.2

H118 299 14.6
H118A 300 16.2

Average = 15.4 ± 0.8

H124A 307 23.6
H124B 306 18.5

Average = 21.1 ± 2.55

H123 312 12.1
H123A 312 IZ.,_2

Average - 14.7 t 2.55
aH2 14  299 20.6
aH214A 299

Average = 20.3 t 0.3

a Measured in air

The reaction of hydrazine with ozone in air proceeded 1.25-times
faster than in nitrogen. The oxygen content of the nitrogen flow gas is
estimated at 6500 ppm (v/v), or about 65-times the ozone concentration (1.5
percent ozone in oxygen), while the oxygen content in air is 210,000 ppm (v/v).
Because the introduction array was plugged by the reaction of hydrazine with CO2
in air, this minor rate effect was not considered sufficient qause for further
investigation of air as a laminar flow gas.

(1) Temperature Effect. The reaction of hydrazine and ozone
wis studied at temperatures from 289 K to 312 K. The temperature of the lamine,
flow gas was measured by a low mass thermocouple placed at the exit of the
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reaction cell. To maintain a similar range of absorbance changes, both the

ozone concentration and laminar flow rates were varied. Figure 23 shows rate

plots at various temperatures with the ozone contentration normalized.

An Arrhenius plot of the rate constants is shown in Figure

24. The activation energy (E.) was found to be 47 t 13 kJ/mol, and the log(1O)-

A-value was found to be 16 t 2 cm3molflsQ1,

(2) Alternate Kinetic Procedure. The rate constant for the

hydrazine/ozone reaction was also determined by using the alternate kinetic

procedure in which the z-position was constant and the ozone concentration was

varied. The log(hydrazine concentration)/ozone concentration plot is shown in

Figure 25. Two runs were analyzed by Equation (56) and gave a rate constant for

the hydrazine/ozone reaction of 9.4 ± 0.2 x 10-17 cm3 molecule'ls"1 at 299 K.

This procedure assumes that the reaction is first-order in ozone, and the

linearity of Figure 25 confirms the crder in ozone.

b. MMH

Thi kinetics of the MMH/ozone reaction shows even more clearly

the accelerating rate phenomenon exhibited by hydrazine. The MMH reaction

appears to be proceeding in at least two clearly defined stages: a slow initial

decay, followed by a more rapid reaction as the MMH loss rate accelerates

(Figure 26).

The MMH ozonization rate was studied over the range of ozone

concentrations of 5 to 220 ppm. With initial MMH concentrations of approxi-

mately 50 prim, the resulting initial ozone/hydrazine ratio varied from 0.1 to

4.4. During the initial nonaccelerating stage, the average stoichiometry was

one MMH per ozone, but as the reaction accelerated, the stoichiometry increased

to approximately seven MNH per ozone.

The accelerating rate characteristics in the reaction of MMH

with ozone required a kinetic analysis for which an explicit solution was not
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available. The oxidation of MIIH with ozone and oxygen is similar to many slow

combustion reactions that involve delayed-branching kinetics (References 60 and

61). An analogous analysis technique was developed that provided the rate

parameters I and B, from which rate constants assigned to the RMH/ozone reaction

(ki) and methyldiazene/ozone reaction (kb) could be extracted. The conceptual

and mathematical aspects are developed in the following Discussion section.

Table 26 shows the results of this analysts.

(1) Temperature Effect. The NM ozonization reaction was

studied over the temperature range 285 K to 313 K. Figure 27 displays the

effect of temperature on the overall rates. For clarity, the ozone concentra-

tions are normalized.

Arrhenius plots of the rate constants are shown in Figure

28. The activation energy for the initiation rate constant (k1 ) was found to be

TABLE 26. NNH LOSS-RATE CONSTANTS WITH OZONE IN NITROGEN

File Temp k3 x 017 kb x 1016

(M) (K) (cm 3molecule'ls-1 ) (cm3 molecule' 1 s"1)

M16A 285 4.35 0.74
M16B 285 2.4 3.O

Average - 2.89 ± 1.47 1.87 ± 1.13

MIlOA 292 0.87 3.98
MIIOB 292 1.8

Average - 0.98 ± 0.11 3.78 1 0.2

MI4A 299 9.05 2.36
N15A 299 82

Average - 8.70 ± 0.35 2.46 1 0.1

M1l7 313 8.03 16.7
HMl7A 313 7.68

Average - 7.86 t 0.18 16.7 t 0.0
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40.9 ± 24 kJ/mol with a log(1O) pre-exponential value of 14.5 ± 4

cm3 molecule-is"1 . For the branching rate constant (kh), the corresponding

values are 48.2 t 14.4 kJ/mol and 16.9 t 2.5 cm3molecule'Ns" 1 (Figure 29).

(2) Alternate Kinetic Procedure. The fixed-position variable-

ozone kinetic procedure shows the same MHH loss rate features (Figure 30). The

obvious non-first-order behavior of the reaction precludes the use of Equation

(56) for a detailed kinetic analysis; however, the similar profiles obtained by

the two kinetic procedures are notable. The fixed-position variable-ozone

procedure does provide some added detail at very short reaction times that

cannot be accessed by the variable-position procedure. The intercept value of

MMH concentration determined by extrapolation of the rate profile to zero time

in a variable-position fixed-ozone experiment was appreciably smaller than that

estimated by extrapolation of a diffusion-only line. The same phenomenon can be

seen in Figure 30 where an apparent sharp drop in MNH concentration occurs at

the lowest ozone concentrations. In the analysis of a zero-order or first-order

reaction (hydrazine/ozone), the time that is taken as t - 0 is irrelevant. For

any other order rate law, zero time must coincide with the actual start of the

reaction. The apparent initial rapid drop in reactant concentration is most

probably due to a late assignment of zero reaction time due to a underestimate

of the z-position. The true origin must be somewhat upstream (z < 0) of the

geometrical position of the introduction array (z - 0, t - 0). The concept of

a "virtual" origin in flow reactors has been noted and discussed by other

workers (References 54 and 62).

c. THE

To validate the laminar flow reactor as a kinetic tool,

ozonolysis of the alkene 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene (THE) was studied. The rate law

(first-order in TME and ozone), rate constant, and products for the reaction of

THE with ozone have been independently determined (Reference 63).

The diffusion-only loss rate of TME was found to be below the

FTIR/LFR detection limits. With the introduction of ozone into the reaction
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cell containing TME, a new IR absorption at 1745 cm" 1 corresponding to the

carbonyl stretching frequency of acetone was detected. At longer reaction times

(variable-position method), the absorbance due to acetone reached a constant

value (100 percent reaction). The amount of acetone formed was independent of

ozone concentration as lung as the ozone was present in excess. The pseudo-

first-order rate constant for the appearance of acetone was calculated from the

slope of the least squares line obtained by plotting the log(fraction reaction)

versus time. Division of the observed pseudo-first-order rate constant by the

ozone concentration gives the second-order rate constant for acetone appearance.

The LFR experimental value for the rate constant of the reaction of TME with

oi.ne was found to be 1.06 t 0.05 x 10"15 cm3molecule-]s-1 at 297 K, while Huie

and Herron report 1.05 x 1U-15 cm3 molecule-is-i at 298 K (Reference 63).

3. Products of the Ozonization Reaction

a. Hydrazine

The products of the ozonization of hydrazine were characterized

their FTIR spactra at 1 c.m"1 resolution. The spectra of the products were

obtained by subtracting the spectra of hydrazine and ozone from that of a

reaction mixture. The products observed in the difference spectrum were

hydrogen peroxide, water, and diazene (Figures 31 and 32). Diazene (N2H2 ) was

identif;ed by IR absorptions at 1276, 1295, and 1314 cm"1. The products were

tUe same in a laminar flow of air or nitrogen (Reference 6).

b. MMH

The products of the reaction of MMH and ozone were characterized

by FIIR difference spectra at I cm"1 resolution. The products observed included

formaldehyde, methyldiazene, diazomethane, methanol, hydrogen peroxide, water,

and possibly CO2 (Figure 33 and 34). Methyl hydroperoxide was not observed as

reported by Tuazon et al. (Reference 6). The concentration of methyldiazene, as

measured by its absorbance at 845 cm" 1 , was highest at early stages of the

reaction and decreased at longer reaction times.
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c. TME

The major product of the reaction of THE with ozone in nitrogen

or air was identified as acetone by its FTIR spectrum, (Figures 35 and 36).

0. DISCUSSION

1. The Laminar Flow Reactor

The goal of the laminar flow reactor (LFR) experiments was to develop

a technique for the study of gas-phase reactions at ambient temperatures and
pressures with a minimum of wall effects. A key feature of the LFR concept is

an introduction array that allows mixing of a reactant vapor with a uniform
field reactant within a limited reaction zone. The laminar flow of inert matrix

gas and uniform field reactant then confines the reaction zone away from the

container walls, while the progress of the reaction Is monitored by an nonin-

trusive analytical technique.

The verification of laminar flow was easily accomplished by fluid

dynamics measurements. Details of the reaction zone plume were inferred from

permeation loss rates from the microporous tubing, and from observation of the

reaction zone with an inert gas such as methane, or with the hydrazines in the

absence of a second reactant.

a. Reactant Profile

The loss rate from the introduction array tubing was determined

as a function of the length of the introduction array tubing. The loss rate was
found to exponentially decay as the introduced gas passed down the length of

tubing (Table 20). With two countercurrent strands, the reactant profile in the

yz-plane is given by:
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C(y) [ I - exp(-Gy)] + (I - exp[-G(H-y)]) (61)

where

C - concentration at y in the yz-plane
G - loss constant from Table 20
H - length of microporous tubing strand

The initial reactant profile under typical LFR conditions of
vaporizing gas pressure of 250 kPa and two lengths of tubing each 30-cm long is
shown in Figure 37. The profile is expected to flatten as it progresses down
the reaction cell as a result of diffusion away from the higher concentration
zones at the ends of the array. Equation (61) shows that the use of more than
two strands in the array would not smooth the profile any further. It is
conjectured that initially the plume is radially symmetrical with an overall
radius determined by the input flow rate. The input flow rates of vaporizing
gas for hydrazine were 200 - 250 mL/min, while those of MMH were 75 - 100

mL/min, suggesting a larger initial reaction zone for hydrazine. As a result of
a larger initial reaction zone, concentration gradients would be smaller, and
gradient-driven diffusion effects, such as reaction zbhi expansion, should also
be smaller for hydrazine.

The observed values of kbkg for hydrazine are 40 percent of
those for MNH, in agreement with the input flow rate ratio and not in agreement
with the relative diffusion coefficients (Table 24).

b. Wall Effects

The initially formed reaction zone is smaller than the internal
dimensions of the LFR (Figure 18). If the progress of the reaction is followed
only up to a time that reasonably precludes expansion of the confined zone to
the walls of the LFR, then it is reasonable to assume that wall effects are
negligible. Determination of the variables that affect wall contact times was
made using methane. For an initially small reaction zone, it was possible to
measure the expansion of the reaction zone up to the size of the spectrometer
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cell and beyond that to the dimensions of the reactor cell itself. By operat-
ing at conditions that created a larger initial reaction zone, the expansion to
spectrometer cell size was bypassed. Because the reaction was monitored at

times shorter than the wall contact time, it was assumed that wall effects were

minimal.

2. Kinetics and Mechanism of the Ozonization Reaction

a. Hydrazine/Ozone Reaction

During the first half of the reaction, the rate law for the
reaction of hydrazine with ozone was determined to be first-order in both

hydrazine and ozone. The stoichiometry of the reaction in the initial stages
was found to be 1:1. The concurrence of the rate law and stoichiometry suggests

the following reaction:

2N2H4 4 03 .slow 2N2H2 + H202 + H20 (62)

The overall reaction is more complicated, however, as indicated
by the behavior at longer reaction times: the rate accelerates, and more than

one hydrazine is consumed per ozone reacted. These observations suggest that a
chain reaction mechanism may be operative, which becomes apparent at longer
reaction times. Scheme 4 shows a detailed set of chain reactions consistent
with the products and initial-rate observations. In Scheme 4, the reaction
between hydrazine and ozone comprises the initiation reaction. At the beginning
of the reaction, the kinetic chain length is short; as the concentrations of
reactive intermediates build, however, branching reactions provide exponentially
increasing concentrations of the chain carrying radicals, HO and HO2 . The

propagation steps consume hydrazine and diazene, but not chain carriers. Thus,

as the reaction proceeds, the ratio of hydrazine/ozone consumed increases.

The rate constant for the hydrazine/ozone reaction determined

by the variable position procedure was found to be 1.75 x 10-16 cm3molecule Is-I
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Scheme 4

Initiation

N2 H4 + 03 - -N 2H3 + HO +02

Propagation

N2 H4 + HO. -- N2 H3 + H2 0

N2 H4 + HOO0 -- .N 2 H3 + H2 0 2

"*N2 H3 + 02 -- N2 H2 + HOO0

•N2 H3 + 03 -- N2 H2 + HO. +02

N2H2 + HO. -- .N 2 H + H2 0

N2 H2 + HOO. -- .N 2 H + H2 0 2

•N2 H + 02 -- N2 + HO00

.N2 H + 0 3  -- N2 + O- +0 2

HO0. + 0 3  - HO. + 20 2

HO. + 0 3  HOO + 0 2

Branching Chain

N2 H2 + 0 3  --- *N2 H + HO. +02

N2 H2 + 02 -- .N 2 H + HOO0

Termination

HO. + HOO -- H2 0 + 0 2

HOO + HOO --- H2 0 2 + 02
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(299.5 K), in excellent agreement with the value reported by Pitts and Tuazon

of 1 X 10-16 cm3molecule-'s"! (298 K) (Reference 64). The fixed position

procedure gave a slightly lower value of 9.4 x 10-17 cm3 molecule-is°] (298 K),

but was still in good general agreement.

The Arrhenius activation energy of 47 kJ/mole is consistent

with the endothermicity of the initial H-abstraction step in Scheme 4.

Depending on the assumed value for the N-H bond strength (355 - 368 kJ/mol), the
initiation step is endothermic by 40 - 50 kJ/mol. The pre-exponential value

[log(1O) A = 16 ± 2 cm3mol-fsn1], however, is fairly high, even considering the

positive entropic effect of forming three molecules as products.

The HCl-catalyzed destruction of ozone has a log-A value of

14.4, similar to the values for hydrazine and MMH (Reference 65):

HCl + 03 - 0- 02 + 0 + HCO (63)

The reactions of ozone with other H-atom sources such as CH3 CF3 show more normal

log A-values in the range of 11 - 11.5 (Reference 66):

CH3 CF3 4 03 - jo HO. + 02 + .CH2 CF3  (64)

b. MMH/Ozone Reaction

The accelerating rate of the reaction of MMH or hydrazine with

ozone suggests that the mechanism may involve an autocatalytic effect in which

one of the products of the reaction catalyzes its own formation. This effect is

more obvious in the reaction of MMH with ozone, and is discussed in detail here.

(1) Sevmenov Theory of Delayed Branching Chain Reactions.

Free-radical chain reactions consist of sets of elementary reactions denoted as

initiation, propagation, branching, chain transfer, and termination sequences

(References 67 and 68). For the general case, the mechanism can be written as

follows:
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I - 0 X initiation (65)

X + A1  - Ow A2 + X propagation (66)

A2 + X -. * P + X propagation (67)

x -- - nX (n > 1) linear branching (68)

X + X .- * n X (n > 2) quadratic branching (69)

A2  - * nX delayed branching (70)

X - 0- Y chain transfer (71)

X + X )b P quadratic termination (72)

X + wall - 0- P linear surface termination (73)

where

I - initiating agent
X, Y - reactive radical centers
Al - initial reactant
A - intermediate product

- final inert product

The initiation sequence provides a source of chain-carrying

radicals (X), while the termination sequences ddstroy the chain carriers. The

propagation sequence is responsible for product formation and does not change the

concentration of chain carriers. Chain transfer reactions, such as Equation

(71), also do not affect the overall concentration of -eacting radicals or the

overall rate of reaction if the new chain carrier Y is of the same reactivity as

X. Branching is a reaction sequence, subsequent to initiation, that increases

the chain-carrier concentration.

For the reaction of MMH with ozone, the corresponding

reactions are as follows:

Initiation:

MMH + 03  - M. + HO. + 02  (74)

Propagation:
MMH + HOx. M. + H20x (75)

M. + 02 -* MD + H02. (76)
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MD + HOx. - MD. + H20x (77)

MD. + 02  - DAM + H02. (78)

Delayed Branching:

MD + 03 - o. MD- + HO. + 02 (79)

MD. + 02 0-- DAM + HO2 - (80)

Termination:

2HO 2. - - H202 + 02 (81)

HO- + H02' H20 + 02 (82)

where

M. = CH3 -N-NH (methyl hydrazinyl radical)
HO.- = HO. or H 2, (hydroxyl or hydroperoxyl radical)
MDx CHI-N=NH (methyldiazene)
MD, - Ci -N-NH (methyldiazenyl radical)
DAM - CHei 2  (diazomethane)

The increase in the concentration of chain carriers due

to Equations (79) and (80) causes an increase in the rate of propagation and an

auto-catalytic increase in the "active center" (methyldiazene) responsible for

the branching. The end result is an overall rate acceleration. If the "active

center" is not present at the start of the reaction, the process is called

delayed branching (References 67 and 68). A detailed listing of possible

reactions is given in Scheme 5.

(2) Aooroximate Solution for Delayed Branching Kinetics.
Explicit analytical solutions to the differential equations for the reactions

containing quadratic terms are not available. Based on concepts developed by

Bardwell and Hinshelwood (Reference 69) and Wu-Shu and Bardwell (Reference 70),

the following approximate model can be developed. For the initiation reaction,

Equation (83):

MMH + 03 -- CH3 NNH 2 + HO. + 02 (83)
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Scheme 5

Initiation

CH;SNHNH 2 + 03 - C: INNH2 + HO. + 02

Propagation

CH3SNHNH 2 + HO. -~CH 53ýNNH12 + H20

CH3NHNH 2 + HOO*-~ CH,1IJNH-2 + H20

CH-3 ýNNH 2 + 02 -~CH 3-N=NH + HOO-

CH5s-N=NH + HOO -~ *CH3 +N2 + H202

CH3S-N=NH + HO - 'OH3 + N2 + H20
*CH3 + 02 -~CH. 3 -O-O

CH.3-N=NH + HO- -- ~CH 2-N=NH + H20

CH5-N=NH + HOO*-~ *CH2-N=NH + H202

*CH 2-N=NH + 02 -~CH 2 =N=N + HO0-

053 + HO*-~ HOO* + 202

03 + HOO. -~ HO- + 202

BranchingChain

CH,3-N=NH + 03 - -*H 2 -N=NH -HC- + 02

CH3-N=NH + 02 - -CH2-N=NH + HOO*

Termination

2CH3-0-O0 - CH,3OH + HCHO + 02

HOO* + H0OO - H202 + 02

HO- + HOO*-~ H20 + 02
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the rate of initiation, R1, is

Ri = ki [MMH] (03]

a ki [MMH] (84)
I

with kt as a pseudo-first-order rate constant ((03] is constant). For the

branching reaction,

MD + 03 .CH2 o-NNH + HO. + 02 (85)

the rate of delayed branching is

Rb = kb,[MD] (03]

= kb [MD] (86)

Each branching step is accompanied by the formation of two chain carriers, each

of which acts to replace an MD. Thus, the rate of change of the branching

molecule, MD, is

doldt - Ri + 2 k [MD] - kb [MD]

- Ri + kb [MD] (87)

In integral form ([MD] - G at t - 0),

R. V

[MD] - i (exp(kbft) - 1) 
(88)

= b

Ignoring quadratic and wall termination reactions, the rate of change of [HOx]

(the sum of [HO] and [H0 2]) is

d[H0x]
dt = 2 Ri + 2 kb [MD] 

(89)
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Substituting for [MD],

d[HOx]

dt - 2 Ri exp(kb t) (90)

Equation (90) shows that the concentration of chain carrying radicals increases

exponentially with time. In integral for% ([HOx] - 0 at t - 0),

[HO] = 2 i (eip(k t) - 1) (91)Xkb(epk

Substituting B z kb and I - 2 Ri,

[HOX] = B (exp(Bt) - 1) (92)

While Equations (87) - (92) describe the changes in

concentrations for the intermediate methyldiazene and the very reactive

oxyradicals, the LFR experiment measures 'he disappearance of the reactant MMH.

The reaction responsible for the majority of MMH consumption is a propagating

veaction (Equation (76)). Assuming that every chain carrying radical (HOx)

consumes one MMH, then the integral of [HOx] from t - 0 to t gives the amount of

MMH consumed in the time pericd 0 to t;

[HOx' dt = -1 (exp(Bt) - Bt -1) (93)

B2

The LFR reaction data for the MMH ozone reaction was

nal,,zed by a Simplex fitting technique (Reference 71), which provided the best

values of I and B, Table 20. Figure 38 shows experimental data and the

theoretical line based on Equation (94). Division of the I parameter by the
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initial ozone and MMH concentrations gives the rate constant kt, which is
identified as the elementary reaction rate constant for the 1H*/ozone reaction.

In the development above, B was identified as the pseudo-first-order rate
constant kb'[O3] in the reaction responsible for delayed branching (Equation

(85)). Other intermediate products, such as formaldehyde or diazomethane, might

be involved as branching centers and are lumped with methyldiazene.

The rate constant for the MIH/ozone reaction determined
by the variable position procedure and fitting to Equation (94) was found to be

8.7 t 0.35 x 10-17 cm3molecule' s"1 (299 K), in poor agreement with the value
reported by Pitts and Tuazon of greater than 1 x 10"15 cm3molecule-ls"! (298 K)
(Reference 64). The Pitts and Tuazon value was estimated by measuring the

overall rate of reaction in a large environmental chamber. Only the initial and

long reaction time concentration values were measured and some problems with

mixing were noted. Because of the accelerating rate of the reaction, a two-
point determination of the rate constant grossly overestimates the initiating

rate constant.

Equation (74) is endothermic (AH - 40 - 50 kJ/mol) and
the Arrhenius activation energy was found to be 41 kJ/mole. The pre-exponential
value, log(10) A - 15 ± 4 (cm3molVIs-1 ), is again high but similar to the value

determined for hydrazine.

The derived kb value of 24.6 ± 0.1 x 10"17 cm3 molecule's 'l
at 299 K is several times greater than the ki value. This greater reactivity is

reasonable considering that diazenes in general are more reactive than

hydrazines.

Although Equation (94) was derived for the MMH/ozone
re-ctlor, no assumptions were made that would invalidate its use for the reaction

of hydrazine and ozone. In the hydrazine case, diazene takes the role as the
delayed branching agent. Evidence of branching or accelerating rate is only

found at very long intervals in the hydrazine/ozone reaction, indicating that kb
for diazene may be appreciably smaller than for methyldiazene.
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One surprising aspect of the reactions of hydrazine and
I*H with ozone is the detection of diazene and methyldiazene as relatively
stable intermediates in this reaction. Their persistence in the presence of a

large excess of ozone is not in accord with previous implications of their

reactivity (Reference 72).

(3) Probability Simulation of Branched-Chain Kinetics. The

probability simulation or Monte Carlo method can be used to simulate the results

of a series of random events that may occur independently, consecutively,

concurrently, or repetitively. The result of a Monte Carlo simulation is the

frequency of "successful" events compared to the total number of random events

considered. Because the rate of a reaction is also a measure of the frequency

of "successful" events, the method has been applied to a number of kinetic

systems (References 73 and 74).

The procedure consists of selecting a set of elementary

reactions and normalizing the concentrations and rate constants so that the

product of a rate constant and its associated concentration terms represents a

probability of reaction. This probability is then compared to a computer-

generated random number, and if the probability of reaction is greater than the

random number, the trial is successful and the concentrations of the species

involved in the reaction are adjusted. For a set of reactions, each individual

reaction is tested in a random fashion. This method is ideal for fast digital-

computers, and was implemented on a 80286-based machine.

For the set of key reactions shown in Equations (95)

(99), the rate constants for all but Equation (97) have been determined

previously or by the approximate treatment above. The value for k9 7 was

estimated as I x 10-10 cm3molecules-]s" 1 based on the value of k96 .

MMH + 03 * MD + 2 HOx (95)

k9 5 - kt
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?4MH +HOx , . ND'+ HOx (96)
+k96 6.5 x 10-11 cm3molecules'ls(

(Reference 75)

D + HODM+ k97 w- I X 10"10 cm3 molecule 1  (97)

MD + 03 0. DAM + 2 HOx (98)

k9 8 - kb

HOx + HOx -.- .. H2 02 +0 2  112 (99)
k9 9 - 3.3 x 10-12 cm3molecule'ls" 1

(Reference 76)

Figure 39 shows the results of a Monte Carlo simulation

with 2 x 106 total trials. The Monte Carlo modeled results are in good

agreement with the experimental data, but differ slightly from those calculated

from Equation (94). The treatment that lead to Equation (94) completely ignored

the termination reaction (Equation (99)), and as a result, the initial rate is

faster than in the Monte Carlo simulation.

(4) AtmosDheric Oxidation Reactions of Hvdrazines. Environ-

mental chamber and laminar flow reactor experiments indicate that ozone is a

major contributor to the homogeneous oxidation reactions of hydrazine and lM4H.

The autoxidation rate with oxygen is too slow to measure, but the reaction with

ozone occurs with a moderately fast rate at ambient temperatures. Based on the

LFR results, estimates can be made of the half-lives of hydrazine and MMH in

the atmosphere.

Because half-lives for second-order reactions are

concentration-dependent, the variations in concentration of ozone with respect

to season, altitude, latitude, time of day, and air quality must be considered.

For example, the ozone concentration in the troposphere is greatest in late

winter and early spring, is greater in the northern hemisphere, and peaks at
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approximately 20 kilometers above the earth's surface (Reference 14). The ozone

concentration also varies from as little as 0.02 ppm v/v in rural areas to as

much as 0.5 ppm In heavily polluted urban atmospheres (Reference 14).

With the above considerations In mind, the half-lives for

hydrazine and MMH were estimated, based on a second-order reaction with ozone.

These calculations assumed that the ozone concentration was constant and much

greater than the concentration of the hydrazine.

In a moderately polluted atmosphere (0.15 ppm ozone), the

half-life of hydrazine is estimated to be approximately 1.5 hours at 285 K and

15 minutes at 310 K. In a rural area, however, where the ozone concentration is

0.05 ppm, the half-life increases to 4 hours at 285 K and I hour at 310 K.

Under the high dilution conditions assumed for these

calculations, the establishment of a branched chain reaction with a long kinetic

chain length is not expected. The elementary bimolecular reaction of MMH and

ozone is best represented by the initiation rate constant, k1 ; its value was
used to determine the half-life of MMH in the atmosphere. Analogous to the

hydrazine case, if MNH were released into a moderately polluted atmosphere, it

is calculated to have a half-life of approximately 3 hours at 285 K and 45
minutes at 310 K. In a rural area, the half-life is expected to increase to 9

hours at 285 K and 2.5 hours at 310 K.

The half-lives reported here for the persistence of

hydrazines in the atmosphere are based on the reaction of hydrazine with ozone.

They do not take into account the reactions of hydrazine with carbon dioxide,

hydroxyl radicals, or any other reactive species in the atmosphere, nor are any

heterogeneous or photochemical reactions considered. The actual half-lives will

be shorter than the calculated values to the extent that these additional
reactions are important. Harris et al. reported the half-lives of hydrazine and

MMH to be approximately 3 hours due to the reaction with hydroxyl radicals
(Reference 75). This calculation was based on an average hydroxyl radical

concentration of approximately one million radicals per cubic centimeter.
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Several of the products formed upon the reaction of
hydrazine or ?*IH with ozone in the atmosphere are likely to be at least as toxic
as the reactants themselves. These products include diazene from hydrazine, and

diazomethane, methyldiazene, and formaldehyde from MMH. As illustrated in

Schemes 4 and 5, further reaction of the nitrogenous compounds ultimately yields
nitrogen. Formaldehyde is further oxidized photolytically, or by the sequential
reaction with hydroxyl radicals and oxygen to yield carbon monoxide and

hydroperoxyl radicals (Reference 14).

In a daytime atmosphere, hydroxyl and hydroperoxyl
radicals formed from the ozonization of the hydrazines can cause a cycle of

reactions that involve: the oxidation of nitric oxide to nitrogen dioxide; the
photolysis of nitrogen dioxide to nitric oxide and oxygen atoms; and the

combination of oxygen atoms with dioxygen to form ozone. The net result is an

increase in ozone.

(5) Suagestions for Further Work. The work detailed above

suggests that the LFR technique is a important tool for the study of chemical
reactivities. Full exploitation of the technique by the atmospheric chemist
will require further developments in the following areas:

* Characterization of the laminar flow profile, perhaps with a laser
velocimeter technique

0 Visualization of the reactant profile near the introduction array, using
a technique such as thermography

* Mathematical theory of introduction array profiles, including the role of
diffusion coefficients

* Evaluation of other reactant monitoring techniques, such as VIS-UV
spectrophotometry or luminescence

* Exploration of the range of ozonizatlon rates, including the reactions of

ozone with NO or N02

* Addition of a photon flux array for the study of photochemical reactions

0 Mechanistic studies of other amino compounds to provide a basis for
understanding the reactivities of MMH and hydrazine
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* Additional evaluation of the fixed-position procedure

* Theory and simulation of branching chain reactions

E. CONCLUSIONS

The Laminar Flow Reactor has proven to be useful for the study of the
kinetics and mechanisms of bimolecular gas-phase reactions at atmospheric

pressure. The concept, method, and design of the LFR are validated by its use

in accurately reproducing the rate constant and product for a known ozonization

reaction.

The LFR can be used to elucidate the nature of complex reactions (such as
those of ozone with hydrazines) and to provide quantitative insights into the

mechanism of the reaction that are not available by other techniques.

While there is no direct evidence that the LFR eliminates surface effects,
indirect evidence reasonably suggests that wall contact of the reactants is

minimal.

This method, coupled with a suitably sensitive detection system, is capable

of measuring second-order rate constants in the range of 10"15 to 10-18

cm3molecule' 1s"! at 298 K and atmospheric pressure.

The rates and mechanisms measured by the LFR technique for the reaction of
hydrazine and WMH with ozone have provided a quantitative assessment of the

maximum lifetimes of these molecules in the atmosphere. Coupled with the

results of the surface-catalyzed oxidation studies, an overall picture of the

environmental fate of hydrazines in the atmosphere is developing.
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SECTION V

SURFACE SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES

A. INTRODUCTION

The air-oxidation reactions of hydrazine and NMH are strongly dependent on
the state of the hydrazine. The homogeneous oxidation rates of gaseous
hydrazines with oxygen are too slow to accurately measure. Even in low surface-

to-volume ratio environmental containers made of inert fluorocarbon films,
physical interactions such as adsorption of the hydrazine onto the walls of the
chamber dominate over chemical oxidation. Surface-bound hydrazine is much more
readily oxidized, as shown by both chamber and packed flow-reactor studies. The
efficiency of this surface-catalyzed oxidation depends on the initial adsorption

of the hydrazines onto the active surface.

1. Objective

This section describes studies of the hydrazine/surface Interaction
using diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform (DRIFT) spectroscopy. The
DRIFT spectroscopic technique has been applied to model environmental surfaces
such as silica and alumina with adsorbed hydrazines to determine the mode of
surface interaction and the effects of adsorption on the structure of the

adsorbate.

2. Background

Radiation reflected from the surface of a finely powdered sample
consists of two components. The first is due to specular reflectance, which is
reflected at an angle related to the angle of incidence. The second component
is the result of radiation that has penetrated 3 - 5 mm into the sample and has
undergone multiple scattering at the surfaces of the particles. A small

fraction of this radiation is scattered out of the sample and emitted as diffuse
reflectance. This diffused radiation has penetrated the surfaces of the sample
particles and carries information concerning the nature of the particle surface,

including any adsorbed species.
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The sensitivity improvements in infrared spectroscopy due to the Fourier

transform technique has enabled diffuse reflectance studies of surfaces to

become practical. By comparing the DRIFT spectra of surfaces with and without

adsorbed molecules, the vibrational spectrum of the adsorbed species becomes

available.

B. EXPERIMENTAL

1. Materials

The oxide powders were commercially obtained. These powders were

alumina (Woelm W200 acid, BET area 200 m2/g), copper(i) oxide (Baker), iron(III)

oxide (Johnson Matthey puratronic grade), silica (Cabot, Cab-O-Sil fumed, grade

M-5), and silica-alumina (Grace, grade 135-08-5X1950).

Hydrazine and MMH were propellant grades (Olin) analyzed according to

MIL-P-26536-C and NIL-P-27404B, respectively. Typical analyses were >98.7

percent and less than 1.5 percent water. UDMH (Aldrich) was reagent grade

material and used as received. Methylamine (Airco) 'as used as supplied. All

other solvents were reagent grade and used as supplied.

A sample of mixed iron oxides (FexOy) was prepared by exposing iron

powder to distilled water and evaporating at 383 K. The iron oxide powder was

sized to 120 mesh and the BET surface area was determined to be 0.8746 m2/g.

2. Instrumentation

A Mattson Sirius 100 FTIR spectrometer fitted with a HgCdTe detector

was used to house the Harrick diffuse reflectance cell. Data collection and

analysis were performed by a Pixel 80 microcomputer using Mattson-supplied

programs.

Diffuse reflectance studies were performed in a Harrick high-vacuum
chamber diffuse reflectance apparatus (HVC-DRA) mounted in the Mattson FTIR.

The diffuse reflectance cell was attached to a vacuum manifold. The HVC-DRA was
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fitted with potassium bromide (KBr) windows, thermocouple sensor, and heaters,

and was capable of operating at temperatures up to 573 K. Normally, 32 or 64

interferograms were added together and processed using triangular apodization.

A ratio of the single beam spectra of the clean surface (background) and surface

with adsorbed vapors (sample) was obtained, and the resulting transmittance

spectrum converted to an absorbance spectrum. The instrumental resolution was

specified as 4 cm"].

3. Procedures

The HVC-DRA was charged with a solid sample, evacuated to 100 Pa, and

heated to 380 K for 1 hour to remove weakly adsorbed water and other gases. The

HVC-DRA was cooled to amb;ant temperature and the appropriate vapor was

introduced into the HVC-DRA. Deuterated Cab-O-Sil* was prepared by repeated

exposure to deuterium oxide (C20) vapor followed by evacuation (three times, I

kPa and 5 minutes, 298 K) to give a predominantly hydrogen-deuterium exchanged

surface.

Adsorbed molecules can be detected on the surface of solids by diffuse

reflectance techniques. The HVC-DRA was used to record DRIFT spectra in

controlled atmospheres and at nonambient temperatures. Solid samp'es of

deuterated Cab-O-Sil®, copper(I) oxide, silica-alumina, mixed iron oxides,

alumina, and iron(III) oxide were exposjd to hydrazine, pyridine, MMH, and UDMH.

Methanol and methylamine (MA) were also studied on several surfaces for

calibration purposes.

C. RESULTS

1. Silica Surfaces

Cab-O-Sile (nondeuterated) is a finely divided fumed-silica surface

that is characterized by the presence of free Si-OH groups (3734 cm" 1 sharp),

adjacent groups SiO-H... O-HSi (3672 cm"1 , broad), and hydrogen-bonded water

(3540-3400 cm"1, broad) (Reference 77). Evacuation and heating (vacuum baking)
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causes the lower frequency bands to decrease in intensity and the free SI-OH

band to increase.

RepeAted exposure to D20 vapor causes the (nondeuterated) Cab-O-SilO

surface to be predominantly hydrogen-deuterium exchanged. New bands for the
free and adjacent Si-O-D groups appear at 2764 cm"1 and 2700 cm-1. The reflec-

tance spectrum of a vacuum-baked and deuterated Cab-O-Sile sample is shown in
Figure 40. Free surface O-H and O-D groups are indicated by the sharp features

at 3734 cm- 1 and 2764 cm-1, respectively. The shoulders on the low frequency
side are caused by adjacent Si-OH or Si-OD groups that are interacting by
hydrogen bonding. The O-H region shows a negative absorbance, because the same
sample (before deuteration) was used to produce the background interferogram.
The H-D frequency ratio is 1.35.

a. Hydrazine

Exposure of deuterated Cab-O-SilO to 250 Pa of hydrazine vapor
produced the spectrum shown in Figure 41. The O-H and 0-0 regions both show
negatiPoe absorbance. The O-H and O-D bands have been broadened by hydrogen

bonding with adsorbed hydrazine, r-sulting in a broad envelope of absorbances
between 3700 cm"1 and 2000 cm" 1 . In the liquid state, hydrazine displays
vibrations at 3200 cm" 1 and 3338 cm"1 (Reference 78). In the adsorbed state, a
band at 3200 cm"1 is clearly visible superimposed on the broad hydrogen bonding

envelope; the 3338 cm° 1 liquid state band appears as a shoulder near the 3326

cm" 1 peak. There is no evidence of a gas-phase contribution to the spectrum.

Two important spectral features of Figure 41 are the strong
bands at 1613 cm- 1 and 1474 cm-1. Hydrazine vapor has corresponding lines at
1628 cm"1 and 1493 cm"1. The 1613 cm" 1 and 1474 cm" 1 bands are probably due to
-NH2 deformation vibrations of surface hydrogen-bonded hydrazine. The deforma-

tion frequency shifts of 15 to 19 cm° 1 are in the same direction, and of
comparable magnitude, to that shown by ammonia adsorbed to a silica surface

(References 79 and 80).
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The HVC-DRA containing the deuterated silica-hydrazine sample was
then evacuated for 25 minutes at ambient temperatures, and the spectrum shown in
Figure 42 was obtained. Comparing Figure 42 with Figure 41 shows that isotope
exchange has occurred, as evidenced by the shift from negative to positive
absorbance of the free 0-H peak at 3734 cm" 1 . A significant reduction in the
ir~tensity of the broad absorbance band between 3700 cm" 1 and 3000 cm" 1 was also
ubservwd, and LJ,e bands indicative of liquid-like hydrazine disappeared. The
reappearance of H on the surface and the loss of hydrazine shows that both the
H-D exchange and the adsorption processes are readily reversible at room

temperature.

b. Pyridine

Pyridine is a useful probe to determine the nature of the
surface-adsorbate interaction for amino compounds. Deuterated Cab-O-Sil was
exposed to pyridine vapor in the HVC-DRA. The spectrum of the adsorbed pyridine
indicated that both free and adjacent O-D groups were lost. The in-plane ring

deformation r~odes of pyridine, which appeared at 1445, 1579, and 1595 cm- 1 , were
indicative of an hydrogen-bonded pyridine (1445 cm- 1 ). This contrasts with
Lewis-coordina-ed (1447 - 1460 cm"1) or Bronsted-protonated (1540 cm'") species
reported elsewhere (Reference 81). The free and adjacent O-D groups were
replaced by pyridine-hydrogen bonded groups.

c. MMI;

MMH ?lso exchanges and hydrogen bonds to the deuterated
Cab-O-Sils surface. Free Si-OH and adjacent Si-OH functions were observed to
In(.rease at 3750, 3710, 3626, and 3531 cm"1. The larger number of identifiable
04 stretches may be due to Si-OH groups in different sites, i.e., with 0-H or
N-hi nearest neighbors. Of particular interest are t':e C-H stretching and methyl
group deformation frequencies of MMH (Reference 82). The C-H regions of
adsorbed and liquid phise MMH (Figures 43 and 44, respectively) show an overall
similarity, but s'gnificant shifts are easily seen. The fundamental bands at

2990, 2967, and 2804 cm-1 for adsorbed MMH are at higher energy than in t;,4
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liquid or gas-phase spectrum of MMH (Reference 83). These shifts are listed in

Table 27.

The abnormally low frequency C-H fundamental at 2780 cm" 1

(liquid MMH) has been attributed to interaction of the C-H bond with the pair of
nonbonding electrons on the adjacent nitrogen (References 84 and 85). Hydrogen

bonding or other Lewis acid interactions with the lone pair should alter this

effect and result in a shift to a higher frequency. This fundamental was found
at 2804 cm- 1 in adsorbed MMH. The methyl deformation bands in the 1350 - 1450

cm41 region are known to shift to higher frequencies with increasing electro-

negativity of the attached atom (Reference 86), and were shifted 4 - 16 cm" 1 to

higher frequencies in adsorbed MMH. The combination band observed at 2907 cm-1

is the sum of two shifted deformation modes, and the shift was the largest

adsorbed surface versus liquid band shift observed (Table 27).

TABLE 27. METHYL GROUP FREQUENCIES OF MMH ADSORBED ON
DEUTERATED CAB-O-SIL 0

Mode Adsorbed Liquid Shifta Gasb

(cm"1) (cm" 1 ) (cm- 1 ) (cm 1)

Asymmetrical stretch 2990 2966 +24 2969
Asymmetrical stretch 2967 2935 +32 2949
Combined deformation 2943 2877 +34 ---
Combined deformation 2907 2855 +52 2851
Combined deformation 2879 2840 +39 ---
Symmetrical stretch 2804 2780 +24 2875
Deformation 1476 1472 +4 1464
Deformation 1454 1438 +16 ---
Deformation 1421 1411 +10 ...

a Shift with respect to liquid phase
b Reference 82
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d. UDMH

UDMH adsorbed on deuterated Cab-O-Sil also showed H-D e.change,
and the methyl-group frequency shifts were nearly the same as those shown by HHH

(Table 28).

2. Other Surfaces

a. Silica-Alumina and Alumina

Both silica-alumina and alumina substrates cause similar shifts
when hydrazines, methylamine, or methanol are adsorbed on their surfaces (Table

29).

b. Iron(III) Oxide, Mixed Iron Oxides, and Copper(I) Oxide

The DRIFT spectrum of iron(III) oxide exposed to MMH or UDIH

vapors in the HVC-DRA showed adsorption of the hydrazine and shifts of the
methyl-group frequencies (Table 30). A copper(I) oxide sample showed the same
phenomena, but methyl-group shifts could not be measured because of low

intensity signals.

When exposed to either MMH or UDMH, both copper(I) and iron(III)
oxides formed as yet unidentified surface species with adsorptions at 2100 -

2130 cm"1 and 2190 - 2230 cm" 1 . At room temperature, the 2115 cm" 1 band
increased steadily with exposure time, and methane was observed in the gas

phase.

The DRIFT spectrum of copper(I) oxide with MMH vapor shows gas-

phase N4H bands present between 1000 and 700 cm"] (Figure 45). The 2115 cm" 1

absorption is already visible after 2 minutes at 295 K. Negative absorbances in
the spectrum indicate that MMH displaced some unidentified adsorbed species.
The spectrum of the exposed copper(1) oxide was taken 2 minutes after
beginning the removal of the M1H vapor began (Figure 46). The figure shows the
absence of gas-phase MM1H, and that the relative intensities of the C-H and N-H
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TABLE 28. METHYL GROUP FREQUENCIES OF UDMH ADSORBED ON
DEUTERATED CAB-O-SI L

Mode Adsorbed Liquida Shiftb UDMH.KBrC

(cm"1) (cm l) (cm-I) (cm" )

Asymmetrical stretch 2996 2976 +20 3259 (283 K)
Asymmetrical stretch 2967 2947 +20 3143 (196 K)
Combined deformation 2933 2889 +44 ---
Combined deformation 2872 2848 +24 3015
Symmetrical stretch 2836 2811 +25 2970 (159 K)
Symmetrical stretch 2792 2766 +26 2918 (147 K)
Deformation 1469 1463 +6 ---
Deformation 1461 1450 +11

a Reference 87
b Shift with respect to liquid phase
c Solid on KBr plate

TABLE 29. SUMMARI OF OBSERVED FREQUENCY
SHIFTS FOR METHYL ADSORBATES

Silica-
Adsorbate Silica Alumina Alumina

MMH +24 +22 +22
UDMH +26 +26 +15
MeOH +26 b +12 -11
MeNH2  (+7) ... ---

a For the low-frequency symmetrical C-H
stretch, in wave numbers relative to

b liquid state
With respect to gas phase

stretching bands are reversed (the negative gas-phase water bands near 3600 cm"1

and 1600 cm" 1 are the result of a poor instrument purge during collection of the

background interferogram). Continuous evacuation of the HVC-DRA for 1 hour
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TABLE 30. METHYL GROUP FREQUENCIES OF MMI AND
UDNH ADSORBED ON IRON(III) OXIDES

Adsorbed Liquid Shift

(cm 1) (cm"1) (cm")

2991 2996 +25
2965 2935 +30
2930 2877 +53
2881 2855 +26
2859 2840 +19
2805 2780 +25

2988 2976 +12
2961 2947 +14
2925 2889 +36
2870 2848 +22
2828 2811 +17
2785 2766 +19

followed by heating to 343 K for 30 minutes gave the spectrum shown in Figure

47. Both N-H and C-H stretching vibrations are still visible, and the presence

of methane gas inside the cell is revealed by its characteristic 3017 cm'" band.

The 2115 cm" 1 feature is still evident, as is the curious growth and loss of

bands in the CO2 region near 2350 cm"1. Exposure of iron(III) oxide to UIDH
vapor followed by vacuum baking at 560 K for 72 hours gave a spectrum showing

the 2115 cm" 1 band strongly and distinctly.

The reactive surface of the mixed iron oxides was studied in a

similar manner. A program of evacuation and heating showed that the surface

lost water readily up to 515 K and stabilized after 2 hours. Cooling to 323 K

and admitting MMH as a gas at 30 - 60 Pa showed the typical pattern of four MMH

bands at 1118, 968, 889, and 789 cm-1 with slightly altered band shapes. After

10 minutes, the samples showed the nearly complete absence of MMH and the

appearance of characteristic bands due to methane (1305 cm" 1 ) and methanol (1032

cm' 1 ). These results are in agreement with earlier studies of the 1MH/alr
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oxidations in packed microreactors (SECTION III). After 20 minutes, the gaseous

products were removed and the spectrum was that of the initial surface.

The presence of surface products on iron(II) and copper(I)

oxides was investigated further by examining the DRIFT spectra of the solids
that had been exposed to MMH or UDMH in a packed microreactor (SECTION III).

Adsorptions at 2190 - 2226 cm"1 and at 2110 - 2120 cm-l were detected on both
the iron(III) and copper(I) oxide surfaces when exposed to either MNH or UDNH.
New bands were also identified from the reaction of MMH with air on copper(I)

oxide at 3030, 2945, 2713, and 2645 cm- 1 . Ultra-pure iron(III) and copper(1)
oxide samples showed the presence of adsorbed or trapped CO2 at 2300 - 2400
cm" 1 , which is the same frequency as gaseous CO2 . The adsorbed or trapped CO2

was not removed by heating and evacuation. Some mineral species that possess SA
cavities can trap CO2 and show CO2 bands that are nearly identical to gas-phase

CO2 bands, and the CO2 cannot be removed by evacuation (Reference 88). Electron

spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA) spectra of the iron(III) and copper(I)
oxides used in these studies, however, showed no trace of CO2 .

D. DISCUSSION

The use of deuterated Cab-O-SilO as a mechanistic tool for the infrared
spectroscopic study of adsorptive interactions with hydrogen-bonding adsorbates,

such as the hydrazines, has several distinct advantages. Because the -OH
spectral region is cleared by deuteration and few functional groups have

vibrational bands near the -OD group (2800 - 2400 cm- 1 ), both frequency and
intensity changes are readily observed. The finely divided form of deuterated
Cab-O-SilO makes it ideal for diffuse reflectance studies.

DRIFT studies of thc' adsorption of hydrazine, MMH, UDNH, and the model
compounds, methylamine and methanol, on the environmentally important silica and
alunina surfaces show some striking commonalities. These polar molecules are

all rapidly adsorbed/desorbed at room temperature. The adsorption process is
accompanied by H/D-exchange if the silica surface is deuterated. The overall

spectral properties of the surface-bound species are similar to those of the
liquid or vapor, indicating that the surface interaction is primarily physical.
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Chemisorption is involved only in the case of methanol and alumina. Ftially,

bound N-methyl and 0-methyl groups show similar small shifts to higher energies
for stretching, combination, and deformation modes in the physisorbed state.

A structure for the H-bonded MMH surface species consistent with the

results is shown in Figure 48. The choice of N-1 as the acceptor atom for the
unsymmetrical hydrazines is suggested by the similar methyl-group frequency

shifts shown by MMH, UDMH, and methylamine. Because N-i of UDMH cannot act as
a N-H donor and is also the more basic nitrogen, the most favorable cyclic

structure would involve N-i as an acceptor and N-2 as a N-H donor. A similar
structure for water, bound to surface silanol groups, has been proposed

(Reference 77).

The unsymmetrical C-H stretching frequency of methanol is decreased by 11

cm- 1 on adsorption onto alumina. Adsorption onto silica or silica-alumina,

however, caused shifts to higher frequency, +26 cm" 1 and +12 cm- 1 , respectively.

H\ H\ C x H3H~

0 
0 H

I I
... SK S.,o Si---

0

Figure 48. Illustration Showing MMH Adsorbed to Silica Surface
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This is an important observation because Greenler has shown that methanol

chemisorbs onto alumina with formation of surface-methoxy species such as A1-OCH3

(Reference 89).

Structure-reactivity relationships have often been developed by using

changes in molecular vibrational frequencies as probes of structure. Bellamy

has reviewed a number of such studies (Reference 86). Electronegativity has been

used to rationalize trends in such relatinnships, but the Paul ing scale lacks the

resolution for satisfactory correlation. Sanderron has recently developed a

precise and internally consistent scale of electronegativities (Reference 90).

Correlation of Sanderson electronegativities with the symmetrical methyl

deformation frequencies of CH3-Y compounds shows linearity by Periodic row and

monotonic change within Groups (Figure 49).

Using the linear relationship for the First Row elements,

E - 0.015 (v, cm" 1 ) - 18.122 l10')

where

E - Sanderson electronegativity
v - Frequency of the symmetrical methyl deformation frequency in wavenumbers

of the mono-CH3 -Y compound

the electronegitivity of the -NHNH 2 group is estimated to be 3.01 in the liquid

state. The +10 cm- 1 shift observed with adsorption onto deuterated Cab-O-SilO
corresponds to an increase in electronegativity to 3.16. This increase is

related to the altered dipole-dipole interactions that occur when the electron

density on nitrogen decreases as the lone pair becomes involved in H-bonding.

Because all the methyl-group frequencies are shifted to the same degree, the

band at 2780 cm"1 cannot be uniquely related to the nitrogen lone pair. The

resultant partial positive charge and the associated 10 cm" 1 increase can be

compared to the 45 cm'1 shift shown by methylamine upon protonation. The methyl
group deformation frequency in crystalline UDMH hydrobromide could not be

confidently assigned: however, the iymmetrical C-H stretch showed a shif. of 147
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cm- 1 relative to the liquid. Adsorption onto deuterated Cab-O-Sile causes a 20
cm"1 increase in the UD#4H stretch.

E. CONCLUSIONS

Adsorption of hydrazine, NMH, and UDNH onto the hydroxylated surfaces of
silica, alumina and silica-alumina is the result of reversible physisorption.
The primary interaction is through H-bonding, and H/D-exchange occurs if the

surface is deuterated. The adsorbed hydrazines have a structure similar to that
in the liquid as evidenced by similar, but slightly shifted, vibrational
frequencies. Analysis of these shifts shows that a 5 percent increase in the
apparent Sanderson electronegativity of the hydrazinyl nitrogen occurs on
adsorption, consistent with the dipole-dipole interactions of H-bonding. The
adsorption of methanol onto alumina occurs by a different mechanism from the
adsorption of methanol or MIMH onto silica, and these mechanisms can be distin-

guished by the DRIFT technique.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS

The current understanding of the environmental fates of the propellant
hydrazines in the atmosphere is based on an evaluation of the relative Impor-
tance of the heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions with atmospheric con-
stituents. Although oxygen is the major reactive component of air, its
homogeneous rate of reaction with the hydrazines is so slow that the ultimate
fate of the hydrazines is dictated by ozone, particulate matter, and other minor

atmospheric constituents.

The half-lives of hydrazine and MMH in a moderately polluted daytime
atmosphere containing ozone, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides is less than two
hours, due to their reactions with ozone or hydroxyl radicals. Although their
environmental persistence is quite short, mechanistic studies suggest that their
environmental impact may be amplified by a cascade effect on the hydroxyl/
hydroperoxyl radical concentratio,, resulting in increased ozone concentrations
in an already polluted atmosphere.

A balancing factor is the efficiency of the adsorption or surface-catalyzed
air oxidation processes (or both) that may take place on hydrophilic airborne
particulate matter. These surface interactions generally do not result in the
desorption of reactive intermediates and represent an innocuous pathway for the
removal of atmospheric hydrazine or MMH.

So much less is known about the atmospheric chemistry of UDNH that further
studies of its gas phase and heterogeneous reactions are critically required.

The characteristics of the individual reaction sequences that control the
concentrations of gas-phase hydrazines are now fairly well understood. However,
our understanding of the interdependence of these sequences with the complex
suite of reactions already present in our polluted atmosphere is only minimal,
and the ultimate consequences of the addition of hydrazines to the atmosnhere
need to be fully assessed.
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